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Introduction
The following guide grew out of the author’s shorter “Crash Course to Medieval 
Dagger Fighting,” which was written and submitted as part of his requirements to 
pass from Scholar to Free Scholar within the Chicago Swordplay Guild. Although 
three times the size of that earlier work, like it, this training guide seeks to put the 
system of dagger combat and unarmed defenses contained in Armizare into a 
wider historical and cultural context. Rather than just a catalogue of the 
techniques (or plays) found in the various editions of the Flowers of Battle, the 
reader will find extensive notes on the form, wearing and deployment of the 
dagger, all illustrated from historical artwork, an explanation on body mechanics 
and footwork, before moving to the actual curriculum left to us by Fiore dei Liberi
himself.  

Undeniably, Fiore has left us the single largest and most thoroughly organized 
corpus of dagger material, but no one text can answer every question posed by 
modern students to the long-dead master. Consequently, rather than simply 
providing an illustration and synopsis of each dagger play, the author has sought 
to provide additional clarity from other 15th and 16th century sources, both for the
canonical plays themselves, and where those other sources have provided 
variations or conclusions to the play not found in the teachings of Fiore himself. 
In this way, the hope is to show how to use the plays in a dynamic, combative 
function, as the old master intended, not as a random grab-bag of techniques. 

Finally, to aid the reader in finding their way through the document, it uses several
pseudo-medieval conceits. Section headings begin with red and blue rubrics, sub 
sections use the medieval equivalent of a bullet point ( ), contrario (counter) ❖ Form of the Knife 
plays are labeled in red, while contra-contrario (counter-to-the-counter) plays are 
labeled in blue. 

While certainly not the final word on medieval dagger combat, the hope is that 
this guide will provide useful context and memorial aid for students working with 
a Guild/IAS instructor. Good luck and good training! 

Ferrum Ab Calamus!

Oscar Erkenswick 

Summer, 2018 
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Western DaggerTraditions 
Dagger,  a stabbing weapon, a dirk or knife, from Middle English daggere, 
possibly adapted from Old French dague, related to Occitan, Italian, Spanish 
daga, Dutch dagge, German Degen (hero, warrior, soldier, from Proto-
Germanic *þegnaz retainer, servant, from Proto-Indo-European *tek- to take 
by hand, to receive), Middle Low German dagge (“knife's point”), Old Norse 
daggardr, Welsh dager, dagr, Breton dac, (“a knife, dagger” or “to stab, to 
pierce with a sharp object”).

The dagger was a ubiquitous part of medieval life. In a 
society where virtually everyone from peasants to knights 
“dressed for war” carry a dagger, every wrestling situation 

was de facto a knife fight. The presence of daggers, therefore, was a quintessential factor 
that medieval wrestling and grappling had to account for. Greco-Roman wrestling 
(classically without dagger), inherited along with much
other knowledge of the ancient world, provided the
technical foundation of medieval wrestling; however,
many of the classic holds, chokes and binds from ancient
times were not used in the medieval repertoire, as they
would expose someone attempting such an action to the
perilous danger of the dagger. At right, two combatants
grasp and stab each other with daggers. Both are
seriously wounded, and it is likely that both will lose
their lives.

Daggers in medieval Europe were often shown worn on the 
dominant side of the body, which is the right (Latin dexter, in 
Fiore's dialect destra or dritto). Medieval Christianity considered
left-handedness (Latin sinister, to Fiore sinestra or riverso) a 
sign of the Devil's presence. This was due to the Biblical passage
wherein the saved sit at the right hand of God, and the damned 
sit at the left. Therefore it was highly desirable to make at least 
the appearance of being right-handed.1 Detail from an image of a
huntsman tending to his dogs. French, late 1300s.2

1 Jesus was "by the right hand of God exalted" (Acts 2:33). He "is gone into heaven, and is on the right hand of God; angels and 
authorities and powers being made subject unto him" (I Peter 1:22). See also Ambrose of Milan: political letters and speeches / 
translated with an introduction and notes by J.H.W.G. Liebeschuetz, (Liverpool, England: Liverpool University Press, 2005). 

2 Gaston Phébus III, Count of Foix, Livre de chasse, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, MS Français 616 folio 40v, c. 1389
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Form of the Knife
Knives and daggers came in many forms with many varieties and functions. Some are akin 
to modern kitchen knives or bowie knives, and some even have a sword like handle, as will 
be seen later. Below, curve bladed knives from various sources, top row3 4 5 middle6 7 8 9 
bottom.10 11 12

3 Cutting a cloak, from St. Gallen, Rudolf von Ems History of the World. Kantonsbibliothek VadSlg Ms. 302, f. 152v. c. 1300.
4 Jesus with a common knife, from the Gorleston Psalter, BL Add MS 49622, f. 11v. English, c. 1320.
5 Peter attacks temple servant with knife, from Prayerbook of Alphonso V of Aragon, BL Add MS 28962,  f. 351v. Spanish, c. 1440.
6 Preparing traps for hunting, from Gaston Phébus Livre de la chasse BNF Français 616, f. 53v. French  c. 1380.
7 St Peter attacks temple servant with knife, Arrest of Christ, Staatliche Kunsthalle Karlsruhe, item 2180, c. 1450
8 Jacopo Carucci da Pontormo, Supper at Emmaus. Galleria degli Uffizi, c. 1525
9 Dark handled eating knife, source unknown, possibly French mid 1400s.
10 Knife on table, Lancelot du Lac, ouquel livre sont contenus BNF Bibliothèque de l'Arsenal MS 3480, f. 130.  c. 1420.
11 Cutting food, from Très belles Heures de Notre-Dame. BNF NAL 3093 ,f .67v. French, c. 1400.
12 Green sleeved hand holding eating knife, from Très Riches Heures du duc de Berry. Musée Condé  MS 65, f. 1v. French c.1415.
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Below, clipped-point knives used to cut foliage,13 laid at a table14  and used by huntsmen in 
red and blue;15 also St. Peter attacks the temple servant.16   

Simple table knives;17 18 19 20

13 Cutting a plant from St. Elizabeth's Psalter. Cividale del Friuli National Archaeological Museum, codex CXXXVIII. c.1200.
14 Knives at a table, Odoric de Pordenone, Marco Polo Le Livre des merveilles. BNF Français 2810, f. 271 B. French c. 1400
15 Huntsmen in Red sitting and Blue, from Phébus, Livre de la chasse, f. 67r and 73v. French  c. 1380.
16 St Peter attacking the temple servant, Bernat Martorell's Altarpiece of Saint Vincent. Museu Nacional d'Art de Catalunya, c. 1440.
17 Yellow handled table knife, Queen Mary Psalter, Royal MS 2 B VII, f. 71v. English, c. 1310.
18 Knife on table, from "The Month of January" in the Grimani Breviary ms. Lat. I, 99=2138, Biblioteca Nazionale Marciana. c. 1500
19 Purple sleeve near table knife, Valerius Maximus, The Memorable Deeds and Sayings of the Romans. Bruges c. 1475.
20 A German master with the initials CSB, The Suicide of Lucretia. Walters MS 37339, c. 1600.
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Pruning knives.21 22 23

Unusual knives at a table scene.24

knives with sword-like hilts;25 26 27 

21 Horae ad usum Parisiensem. Latin 1173 f. 2r. 1475-1500
22 De Nobilitatibus, Sapientiis, et Prudentiis Regum. Christ Church MS 92, f. 33v. Circa 1326.
23 Noah farming, from "Noah in his cups", Maciejowski Bible, Morgan MS M.638, fol.3r. 
24 Maciejowski Bible, Morgan MS M.638, fol. 16r.
25 Regnault de Montauban. BNF Bibliothèque de l'Arsenal Ms-5074 réserve, f. 108v. c. 1460
26 Vincent Sellaer, The Death of Lucretia, early 1500s.
27 "Master with the Parrot", The death of Lucretia. Prado, c. 1535. 
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La Daga
The daga (dagger) of Armizare was a smaller weapon of the medieval knight's arsenal, 
approximately the length of a forearm and typically having 6 to 14 inches of length in 
the blade. It is very stout and tapered for thrusting, and may have one or two sharpened 
edges or none. Both the armour of Fiore's time and the thick everyday clothing of wool 
or linen negated the effects of minor slashing cuts with a knife to all but the most 
exposed areas. Note that the illustration at left from the Getty also has a spiked 
pommel.

One specific type of dagger which evolved during the 1300s is the rondel dagger, named 
"rondel" (sometimes spelled roundel)  for the discs on either side of the handle. This dagger 
was a military development, but was very fashionable and popular to wear in civilian attire. 
The discs brace the hand, particularly when wearing gauntlets, which assists with its primary 
purpose; punching through gaps in armour in close combat. Some historical sources describe 
grasping the dagger with the thumb "on the pommel/disc side" or "on the blade side."

Rondel daggers are strongly 
associated with military use, 
and are seen on many knightly 
effigies in Western and 
Southern Europe, but civilians 
also wore them. Vadi gives us a 
specific length for the rondel; 

the handle should fit firmly in the palm, and the blade should reach to the elbow. He also says 
that it should “have an edge and two corners”, which may imply a triangular cross section to 
the blade. This form of rondel was a development in the 15th century (Vadi wrote in the late 
15th c) so this may have been a statement encouraging the use of a new weapon design.

roundel dagger circa 1400 roundel daggers, 1300s

For more information, see the MyArmoury article The Rondel Dagger by Alexi Goranov; 
http://www.myarmoury.com/feature_spot_rondel.html
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 ❖ Form of the Knife Measure of the Dagger

La longeza de la daga vol esere fin a el gomito con un taglio e dui cantoni,
el manico vol esser d’uno somesso como apare la forma d’essa dopenta qi 
di sotto 

The length of the dagger should reach to the elbow with an edge and two 
corners, the handle should be of one palm, as appears in its shape painted 
below. 

~ Fillipo Vadi di Pisa, De arte gladiatorial dimicandi (c.1482) 

Although Vadi recommends and illustrated a particularly long dagger ~ A weapon of 
as much as 38 cm (15 in) ~ even larger examples exist, such as this beautiful, double-
edged example from Bayerisches Museum (replica, original c.1415), a half-meter in 
length! No doubt, such long weapons would be desirable when confronted with 
parrying longswords 
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Three exacting replics of surviving roundel daggers with overal lengths of 19", 25" and 
17", respectively. From the collection of Nathan Robinson. 

 or spears, as we see in both the Flower of Battle and the German Gladiatoria Ms (c.1420 – 
1430).28 However, most surviving rondel daggers are smaller, with an overall length of 25 to 
35 cm (10 to 14 in.)  

28 Gladiatoria, MS Germ.Quart.16, f. 4r.
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Historical artwork of roundel daggers 
Upper left, thin roundels, multiple fullers on the blade and a very tapered point.29 Upper right, 
a simple design, the blade may have no edge.30 Lower left, the dagger handle is richly crafted 
with a spiral grip and possibly bejeweled; note the slashed gloves to expose rings beneath.31 
Lower right, a long handled dagger with roundels decorated with an intricate floral pattern.32 

29 Lucas Cranach the Elder, Suicide of Lucrezia, early 1500s.
30 Annibale Carracci and Domenichino, Perseus and Phineas, Farnese Gallery, Rome, 1597. 
31 Lucas Cranach the Elder, Suicide of Lucrezia, Bonnefantenmuseum, Maastricht c. 1520.
32 Lucas Cranach the Elder, Suicide of Lucrezia, Historisches Museum Regensburg, early 1500s.
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Wearing the Dagger
The dagger was generally worn point
down anywhere on the dominant side
between the inside of the hip and the
backside (as above) or across the waist
with the blade oriented horizontally in
either direction. The dagger was also
worn near the left hip with the handle
pointing to the left-this was to be easily
reachable by the left hand. This "left
hip wear" became very popular in the
era of the rapier. Manciolino comments
in the mid 1500s that it is wise to wear
the dagger this way, since otherwise
men "drawing sword and dagger
together in sudden fury tend to cut their
arm,"33 which is to say crossing arms to draw both weapons leads to the dagger cutting the 
sword arm. At right, we can see that wearing daggers at either hip was already practiced in 
the early 1400s.34

33 Antonio Manciolino, Opera Nova, Book Four Chapter Three, f. G3. 1531.
34 Gladiatoria, Yale Center for British Art, MS U860.F46, f. 1r. c. 1440s. 
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Images of daggers being worn, usually slung through a pouch or
suspended from the belt on a cord. Sourced clockwise from upper left, 
a king wears a dagger at his pouch, early 1400s.35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43

35 A king wears a dagger at his pouch, from a Book of Hours. Morgan M.866, f. 50v. 1415.
36 Gaston Phébus, Livre de la chasse. BNF Français 616, f. 51v. French circa 1380. 
37 Finely tooled black and silver sheath, holding a knife or dagger that may have a somewhat broad blade. Ibid, f. 54r
38 Huntsman in red, tending his dog. Ibid, f. 40v. 
39 Dagger hung on chain against blue. Chronique des Empereurs. BNF Bibliothèque de l'Arsenal, Ms-5089 réserve f. 310v. French, 

mid 1400s.
40 Two pages with cord-hung daggers. Faits du Grand Alexandre. BNF Français 22547, f. 1r. French c. 1470.
41 Theto of Ravensburg, first Vogt to Bern 1223. Speiz Chronicle, Bern Burgerbibliothek Mss.hhI16, f. 70. Swiss c. 1485. 
42 Roundel against pink . Le Livre de l'Information des princes. BNF Français 1210, f. 1r. French c. 1400.
43 Center: Architect in blue. Chronique de Girart de Rousillon. Bibliothèque de Vienne MS_2549. French, mid 1400s.
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Upper left, a long knife strung behind a pouch hanging from a
belt.44 At right, a king wearing a dagger on a chain around his
neck speaks to a man wearing a short sword hung through his
purse in the manner commonly used with a dagger.45

Below left, a dagger hanging from a page's belt, late 1400s.46 

Below right, a heavy cutting
knife or "hunting sword" with
additional thin utility knives or
picks within the sheath. Mid
15th c. crucifixion scene.47

44 Horae ad usum Parisiensem. Latin 1173 f. 106v. French, late 1400s.
45 Les grandes Chroniques de France. BNF Français 2608, f. 466v. French, 1400s
46 Horae ad usum Parisiensem. Latin 1173 f. 113v. French, late 1400s.
47 Master of the Wiener Schottenaltar, Crucifixion scene, Museum im Schottenstift, item 18. German c. 1469
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Dagger worn slung on a hanging belt. 
From Mair, 1540s.48 

Below, clockwise from upper left,49 50 51 52 at top center a long
dagger called the Swiss degen or Schweizerdege.53

48 Paulus Hector Mair et al, Opus Amplissimum de Arte Athletica. Codex icon. 393, f. 230 v. Germany, 1540s.
49 Rehlinger-Altar Mitteltafel Kreuzigung Christi Augsburg Staatgalerie Katharinenkirche, c. 1517
50 "The Month of January" from the Grimani Breviary. WGA15775. Biblioteca Nazionale Marciana. 1500 
51 Lucas Cranach the Elder, Scourging of Christ. Stiftung Preussische Schlösser und Gärten Berlin-Brandenburg. 1537.
52 Les grandes Chroniques de France. BNF Français 2608, f. 308r.
53 Kyburg in Bern 1311. Spiez Chronicle, Bern Burgerbibliothek Mss.hhI16 f. 152. c. 1485.
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Top row, French mid 1400s.54 55 56  Second row, Spanish c. 1500.57 58 59 60  Bottom row.61 62 63

54 Regnault de Montauban. BNF Bibliothèque de l'Arsenal Ms-5074 réserve, f. 296r. French c. 1460.
55 Ibid, f. 345v.
56 Ibid, f. 307r.
57 Jaume Huguet, Saint Vincent at the Stake. Museu Nacional d'Art de Catalunya item 024135-000. Spanish c. 1460.
58 Joan Gascó, Abraham. Museu Nacional d'Art de Catalunya, item 024152-000. c. 1500.
59 Joan Gascó, Moses. Museu Nacional d'Art de Catalunya, item 024149-000. c. 1500.
60 Joan Gascó, King David. Museu Nacional d'Art de Catalunya, item 024150-000. c. 1500.
61 Knife in a hat, from Pieter Bruegel the Elder, Fall of the Rebel Angels. Royal Museums of Fine Arts of Belgium, item 584. c. 1562.
62 Bernat Martorell, Altarpiece of Saint Vincent. Museu Nacional d'Art de Catalunya , Item 015797-CJT. c. 1440.
63 Hans Holbein the Younger,  Portrait of Henry VIII. Walker Art Gallery, Liverpool. Item WAG 1350. c. 1540.
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Common Dagger Grips 
The handling methods of the
medieval dagger pervasive
throughout artwork and iconography,
as well as historical text descriptions
can be divided into the point down
(or “ice pick”) grip, and the point up
(sometimes called the “saber”) grip;
the latter shown here.64 Common uses
of the dagger in these grips include
thrusting, hooking, and using it as a
parrying tool or lever for grappling
actions. Medieval clothing was fairly
heavy, and a very stable, simple, strong thrust was used to provide a real threat. Light slashes
would not be a concern for a man wearing at least three layers of linen, wool, and possibly 
velvet or silk. The outermost everyday garment, the doublet, could easily be a half inch thick
of spun wool.

Note that even with the protection
that medieval and Renaissance
everyday clothing and even armour
could afford, a dagger carries
tremendous damaging capability even
in the hands of a weak opponent. As
such, the main tactic of dagger
combat is to avoid being struck, and
getting close for grappling body-to-
body, as pictured here, is extremely
dangerous unless setup carefully for
performing a very quick technique.
More than a few heartbeats of time in
this range has a high liklihood of one
or both combatants being repeatedly
struck and in danger of losing their
lives.65

64 Upper right, from Mair, Cod. Icon. 393 Vol II, f. 5r
65 Les grandes chronique de france, BNF MS Français 2608. f. 81v, c.
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Using the Common Grips
❖ Form of the Knife  The "Point Down" or "Icepick" grip

With the common point down grip, the targets are 1) the face, 2)
collarbone area, 3) side of the neck, 4) upper chest (if
unarmoured), and 5) inside of the arm (primarily inside the
elbow). This grip is less useful with lower body targets as these
require bending down, breaking your structure. However, the
Getty MS and the German source material also shows the use of
the point down grip held low; this is primarily for hooking and
deflecting incoming attacks. Clockwise from upper right.66 67 68 69 70 71

66 Upper right, Figure in Blue from Mair, Cod. Icon. 393 Vol II, f. 5v.
67 Figure in bronze helm and green musculata, from Domenico Ghirlandaio, Massacre of the Innocents, Tornabuoni Chapel c. 1490.
68 Figure in yellow gambeson, from Épître d'Othéa. Bodley Laud Misc. 570, f. 30r. c. 1450.
69 Figure in dark armour, Fra Giovanni da Fiesole, Massacre of the Innocents. Museo di San Marco Florence, c. 1450.
70 Figure in orange kettle hat attacks fighter in pale gold helm with dagger, from the Maciejowski Bible, Morgan MS M.638, f. 10r.
71 Figure in red jacket and red/blue hosen, Italian, late 1400s, collection unknown.
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 ❖ Form of the Knife The "Point Up" or "Saber" grip 
Consider the illustrations of this grip, sourced
clockwise from upper right.72 73 74 With the common
point up grip, the targets are 1) the belly and up
under the ribs (if unarmoured), 2) the groin and seat
of the pants (the area which sits upon a saddle), 3)
under the chin and around the neck (the area covered
by a scarf), and 4) armpit (the hollow under the
shoulder).

Note that for each of the “common grips” only one of 
the listed targets is expected to be possibly protected by 
armour of the era. Learning a system that is highly 
effective regardless of the presence of armour means that
one set of techniques will be suitable for any 
circumstance, reducing the number of techniques one 
needs to learn. Specialized techniques only appropriate 
to specific circumstances require that one learn more 
techniques (which takes more time), and know which 
ones to use in the heat of the moment during a fight. 
Magistro Fiore's art was organized systematically so that
with one set of techniques, one could fight "in armis, 
sine armis, equester, pedester", which is to say in armour
or without armour, on horseback or on foot.

72 Upper right, Figure in Tan from Mair, Cod. Icon. 393 Vol  II, f. 3r.
73 Figure in Blue cape fighting on the ground, from Gladiatoria, Yale Center for British Art MS U860.F46 1450, f. 43r, c. 1440s.
74 Figure in Red, Ibid, f. 35v.
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Defending Against a Bearhug
The distance where body to body wrestling occurs is where the
dagger is strongest, and is very dangerous, as seen at upper
right.75 If wearing a dagger, countering a bearhug is a simple
action of drawing the dagger and striking the attacker freely.
Drawing the sheathed dagger may be facilitated by striking,
grabbing or shoving the attacker with the free hand. 

Below, the overwhelming advantage of closing into a bearhug
while wielding a dagger. 76 77 78

75 Maciejowski Bible, Morgan MS M. 638, f. 33r.
76 "Joab Slays Abner", Maciejowski Bible, Morgan MS M.638, fol. 37v.
77 Faits du Grand Alexandre. BNF Français 22547, f. 204r. French c. 1470.
78 Lucas Cranach the Elder, Joab Slays Abner, collection unknown. Early 1500s.
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Deflecting weapons
The thrust is the easiest to set 
aside, being that it inherently 
lacks lateral stability. Held in the
point up or point down grip, the 
dagger can be used to parry a 
simple underhand thrust from a 
variety of weapons. Left above,79

center80 from Mair. Bottom left.81

Summary 
The medieval dagger was 

gripped and used in ways that are very 
simple and effective. Building on human 
fighting instinct, attacking with the dagger 
involved large gross motor movements 
that are very reliable during the adrenaline 
dump accompanying combat, and easy to 
perform while wearing armour. Dagger 
attacks are complimented by very basic 
and effective methods of using the free 
hand and arm to grab, restrain, shove, 
cover, and strike. More sophisticated 

actions involving hooking, parrying, or grappling prese were also used. 

79 Mair, Cod.icon. 393 II. f. 3r
80 Ibid, f. 3v
81 Parrying spear with dagger from Gladiatoria,  Kunsthistorisches Museum Ms. KK5013 f. 3r. Vienna, c. 1430s
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I. Denti di Cengiaro: Fundamental Mechanics

All of the aggressors, or Zugadores ("players") in the Dagger section essentially use Tusk of 
the Wild Boar to attack. The bent arm provides the correct biomechanical position to thrust 
effectively with the dagger from above, or below. This knowledge was assumed by Magistro
Fiore, and his emphasis is therefore on defending against the weapon.
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Biomechanics Visualized

 ❖ Form of the Knife Descending blows
As the dagger is used to strike, the 
elbow arcs towards one's own center 
of mass, located roughly 3 inches 
below the navel. The elbow has a 
roughly 90 to 120 degree angle.

 ❖ Form of the Knife Rising blows
Here too the elbow has a ~90-120 
degree angle. The elbow arcs 
around/orbits the center of mass. 
Often the free hand has extended to 
grasp the opponent or prevent a 
defensive action.
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II. Path of the Dagger
Magistro Fiore provided a segno, or diagram illustrating appropriate targets for attacking 
with the dagger.  

Fendente
“Strikes from the elbows up to the summit (top) of the head.

Targeting below the elbows is restricted because it is 
foolish and perilous, so attacking there seems doubtful.”

Roverso Dritto
“Strikes anywhere from the “This is a forehand blow,
elbow up to the temple of the starting from one's strong
head. These blows are called side and descending
mezzani. And these roverso diagonally. It can strike 
blows cannot be delivered and coverta from the 
when you are prepared to  elbows up to the temples. It
make coverta against your  is safer to make the dritto 
opponent with your free than the roverso.”
hand.” 

Sottano
“A dagger that goes in the middle towards your head can go 

as high as under the breast, 
and the left hand can always be used to cover.”
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 ❖ Form of the Knife Dritto Line
If we examine the use of a dritto or forehand
attack, with a passing step, the same
mechanics in play seen with a general
overhead attack are still in evidence. The
passing step, done as a formal method of
casual walking, engages the hip. The elbow
sinks towards the center of mass as the hand
extends outwards to direct the point of the
dagger into the target.

 ❖ Form of the Knife Roverso Line
Using a backhand or Roverso attack, the arm 
from the elbow down to the wrist directs the 
attack, just like in the dritto line. From the elbow
up to the shoulder, nothing substantially 
changes- just like in dritto and riverso blows 
with the sword. The closer the attack is to 
moving horizontally, the less the elbow can draw
towards the center of mass and recruit the core 
body to add force- it becomes simply an 
extension of the tricep.  The rotation of the hips 
will still be an important assistance however.

 ❖ Form of the Knife Fendente Line
Between the Dritto and Roverso lines lies the Fendente, related closely to the Dritto in that 
it can strike as high as the head, and still allows the left hand to make coverta, unlike the 
Roverso.
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 ❖ Form of the Knife Sottano Line
Using a Sottano or rising attack, the same
~135° extension in the elbow, unmoving wrist
and slight movement of the elbow towards the
center of mass can be seen. The elbow passes
by the center of mass and uses the energy
gathered to continue forward into the target.
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 ❖ Form of the Knife Path of the feet
In addition to providing targets for different attack angles in using the dagger, the segno of 
daga can be used to create a footwork diagram. The red circle represents a starting position,
generally the most dangerous place to be once an attack has begun, since that is where the 
opponent is oriented to bring the full momentum of their attack. Using the four angles, we 
can create a simple set of movement patterns which connect to tactical choices about 
dealing with an attack. 

Path  #1 represents stepping into a dritto/forehand attack, 
whereas #2 is stepping forward and away from a dritto 
attack. #3 involves stepping directly towards the 
opponent's body rather than their attack, and #4 represents 
a direct movement away, using geometry to create the 
most distance with one action.

Below is an attempt by the author to convey a sense of 
using this footwork diagram. Essentially, #1 will be used 
to collapse distance to the attack and suppress it before it is
in full force. # 2 will close distance to the opponent's body 
while still moving away from the attack. #3 will close 
distance with the opponent directly, decreasing distance 
rapidly and forcing the opponent to  . #4  moves to create 

distance, either to cause the opponent to overextend or to disengage from the opponent, 
creating more time to take a breath and form a new strategy.

At lower right, the attacker
approaches. The crowned
Master at left observes the
attacker from a distance of
at least a few passes and
chooses where to step.
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III. Drawing the Dagger
A. First draw

Begin in a casual position, as if talking with someone. When ready,
assume a medieval stance, drawing the right arm back and placing the
right hand on the dagger handle with the thumb towards the
pommel/on the "disc side". Brush the palm across the handle a few
times, then take a firm grip on the handle and draw it up to the right
side of your head, pointed towards an imaginary opponent as seen at
right.82 Repeat this 5-10 times, and see how little grip pressure is
needed to remove the dagger securely. When putting the dagger back,
look at what you are doing carefully to guide the dagger to the right
place.

Repeat this drill again, drawing the
dagger with the right hand across
to the left hip, as seen in the
illustration at left.83 Draw back the
left leg with a tornamento as you
do so to keep good alignment of
the body. You are now prepared to
hook and set aside incoming
attacks. 

B. Second draw
From a casual position, reach down to the dagger handle with
the right hand, thumb towards the blade, as seen in the
illustration at lower right.84 Draw the dagger out, turning the
hand to present the point up grip. Repeat 5-10 times. 

82 Figure in Red, Italian or French circa 1490s
83 Hans Talhoffer, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek Cod.icon. 394A, f. 86v. Munich, c. 1467
84 Très Belles Heures de Notre Dame de Jean de Berry. BNF Nouvelle acquisition latine 3093, f. 181r. c. 1380
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C. Third draw
From a casual position, reach across the belt line with the 
left hand, thumb towards the blade, similar to drawing a 
sword as seen at left.85 Draw the dagger across to the left hip,
drawing back the left leg with a tornamento as you do so to 
keep a good alignment of the body. You are now prepared for
a rising sottano attack. Repeat 5-10 times.

D. Fourth draw
From a casual position, place the left hand on the dagger with the thumb towards the 
pommel/disc side. Draw the dagger up to the left side of the head, making a tornamento with
the left leg as you do so to keep a good alignment of the body. You are now ready to make a 
descending attack with your left hand. 

Practice A, B, and C with a passamento of the opposite foot mentioned, making a shoving or
grasping motion with the free hand.

Training exercise
Get into a grip at the arms with a partner, as if to wrestle. Shift in position and weight for 10-
20 seconds, then let one hand drift down and grip their dagger (this may end up point down or 
point up), draw it and go through the motion of a thrust at the nearest target in a simple way. 
Practice doing this with both hands 5-10 times.

85 Crucifixion scene, Mitteltafel Kreuzigung Christi, Rehlinger-Altar, Augsburg Staatgalerie Katharinenkirche, c. 1517
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IV. Principles of Daga in Armizare
“I am the noble weapon called the dagger that much desires giocco stretto. And he who 
understands my malicie (malice, deceptions) and my art will possess subtlety in every 
exercise of arms. And in making a quick finish to a cruel battle I have no equal. In the 
deeds of arms I make covers and thrusts with abrazare and disarm the opponent with 
rotare and ligadure. And weapons or armour will be worthless against me.”

 ❖ Form of the Knife The Dagger teaches Artful use of Arms
The dagger is the first weapon in the progression of Armizare. It constitutes the largest 
section of Magistro Fiore's work, and the text explicitly indicates that “he who understands
my deceptions and my art will possess subtlety in every exercise of arms,” that is, lessons 
learned in the dagger section will give great sophistication to one's practice of the Art in 
every form. A large part of the context for this is that at the time Magistro Fiore is writing, 
armour has improved in quality and accessibility and decreased in cost and to the point that
finishing opponents off at long range is becoming less and less likely. As such, many 
engagements that do not end a fight at long range will tend to collapse into close range, 
giocco stretto, where the dagger excels and most other weapons are hindered by their 
length.

 ❖ Form of the Knife The Dagger plays Close
The dagger is a short weapon, and this
means that it is most effective at a short
range, but also that it is not easily
hindered or entangled. It builds upon
Abrazare naturally (“I make covers and
thrusts with abrazare”) and is very
difficult to defend against (“weapons
and armour will be worthless against
me”). Its place is in giocco stretto,
grappling range. Note how in an
armoured engagement involving swords,
the dagger comes into play at a very
close range, where the sword has
become cumbersome. There is a skill at judging and closing to the distance at which 
employing the dagger can be advantageous, and likewise there is a skill in moving so as to 
hinder a dagger-wielding opponent who is in the act of closing for a thrust.86

86 Gladiatoria MS U860.F46 f. 22v. Yale Center for British Art, German c. 1450.
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"in making a quick finish to a cruel battle I have no equal." 

 ❖ Form of the Knife The Dagger is Perilous
The dagger is sharp and sudden
like electricity- very dangerous
and must be approached with
caution. Note that despite
wearing armour, the defender
on the left engages the dagger
with considerable extension of
the arms to create more
distance from vital targets.
Magistro Fiore mentions that
the dagger can “finish a battle
quickly" and nothing is a
guaranteed defense against it- the dagger was often thrust into weak points in armour. A 
student of the Art defending against a dagger must be very careful about distance and 
angles of stepping when engaging an opponent. Because it is so small and therefore offers 
no hindrance to the speed of the hand wielding it, the dagger can offer threat faster than the
blink of an eye. The defenders' arms are withdrawn to keep them safe until committed to 
action at the appropriate moment. 

Initial position, arms withdrawn Arm well extended to make a defense.
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“As you become suspicious of someone's dangerous knife, immediately go against him with
your arms, hands and elbows. Always do these five things...”

 ❖ Form of the Knife Five actions against the Dagger
Against a possible lethal threat,
approach with great speed and resolute
action. Magistro Fiore says to do all of
these against an opponent with a knife
or dagger to end the fight; 

• Disarm the opponent to make
the fight far less lethal

• Strike the opponent to stun,
injure and shift him

• Break the opponent's arms
• Bind his limbs so that he is

unable to move
• Throw him to the ground to injure and stun him

"immediately go against him with your arms, hands and elbows."

 ❖ Form of the Knife Two arms together are stronger, two arms apart are more versatile

Both arms must be available when defending against a dagger. Magistro Fiore illustrated 
techniques for using two arms together as a very structurally strong defence (as seen above 
left), and many techniques for coordinating the two limbs separately (as seen above at right).
When only one hand is used to defend against the dagger, the other is available to strike or 
defend against grapples and strikes. 
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 ❖ Form of the Knife Hooking Using the Dagger
The dagger is very useful as an additional joint with which to manipulate an opponent. The 
arms, legs and head can be hooked and pressed using the dagger in many ways. Upper right 
from Talhoffer.87 Lower right from Mair.88

87 Talhoffer, Cod.icon. 394a, f. 88r.
88 Mair, Cod.icon. 393 II f. 26v.
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 ❖ Beware the Left hand
Allowing the opponent's free hand to engage you is avoided in the techniques Magistro Fiore 
laid down. The opponent's free hand is always available to strike or grapple. Becoming 
distracted by an opponent's free hand can potentially allow the dagger to overcome defenses 
and strike home. The free hand is not a viable target unless it has already grabbed you.

 ❖ Form of the Knife Hold the Opponent in the Palm of your 
Hand
“This is a prese which has no counter and 
admits no defense. With it I can take your 
dagger away, put you in a bind or dislocate 
your arm easily. And you won't be able to free 
yourself unless I decide to let you go.”

This sentiment is the pinnacle of Fiore's 
defense against the dagger- learn how to 
restrain a dangerous opponent and be aware of
many options once you have succeeded in 
creating a bind. 
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V. The Four Masters of Dagger Combat
These four figures illustrate actions overlapping the 5 Actions against the Dagger.

Master of Disarms Master of Broken Limbs

Master of Keys Master of Throws 
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Master of Disarms 
The first master is shown as a clean-faced man in close-
fitting clothing wearing a dagger. He also points to a dagger 
he is holding, one he has taken from someone else. The 
character's youthful appearance may imply that the prospect 
of disarming a knife in a fighting situation is a “young man's
game” in the sense that it requires speed, vigor and daring.

Successfully removing the knife from a fight is the most 
ideal action in a knife fight- disarming is the first master of 
battle and is also the top tactic of the “5 Actions against the 
dagger.”

Principles 
 arrest the attacking limb by grasping it with

both hands firmly on the forearm near the
wrist

 Use one hand to grasp the weapon firmly
with pressure on the flats of the blade

 Rotate the weapon from the opponent's grip,
maintaining your grasp on his arm
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Disarms: Tor la Daga
Tor la daga: "turn the dagger"

Voltando di mano: "Turning of the hand" aka
the Triangle Disarm, first Play of the First
Remedy Master of Dagger

Apresso la cubito: "pointing at the elbow"

Pivoting the dagger away from/around the
opponent's little finger.

Against the sword

-giocco della daga contra la spada: "play of the dagger against the sword"
 Cross fendente to fendente from the strong side
 Reach out with left hand inverted under opponent's right wrist, make a circle motion

perhaps six inches in diameter
 Place your sword hand at your hip in Posta Breve or  by your shoulder in Finestra or

Posta di Donna

-Disarm against a mezzano roverso cut with true edge;
 Smother attack with extension to Longa, collecting opponent's attack in the cross
 Reach with left hand palm up, grasp the opponent's handle and rotate your arm (like

turning a valve) towards a palm down position
 place your sword on your shoulder
 pass back, taking their sword

This disarm encompasses many biomechanics developed thus far in the curriculum; the 
structure to receive force shown in Finger fencing, the circling movement of the arm 
requiring engaging the whole body as a unit, and the breaking of the grip employed in our 
Grips and counter grips game. Naturally, the Scholar's elbow can be kept near the rib cage 
to link the strength of the torso more heavily to the movement of the forearm.
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Master of Broken Limbs
"Behold, I am against Pharaoh king of Egypt, and will break his
arms, and I will cause the sword to fall out of his hand."89 

The master of brazzi rota (broken limbs) is a more 
mature man wearing slightly looser clothing with richer
trappings. He points to his prize, a disembodied pair of 
arms. It can be inferred that approaching a knife-
wielding opponent to restrain or dislocate their limbs 
requires more experience, knowledge and perhaps 
prudence than taking the knife away, compared with 
the previous youthful master.

Principles 
 Cover against the attack with one or both

hands, grasping the arm

 Keeping the knife away from the body
through the grip, use arm positioning and/or
body movement to force the arm into a
locked, dislocated or hyperextended state.

89 Ezekiel 30:21-22
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Master of Binds or  Locks
And Jesus said to Peter "I will give you the keys of the 
kingdom of heaven, and whatever you bind on Earth shall be 
bound in heaven, and whatever you loose on Earth shall be 
loosed in heaven."90

The master of locks represents the metaphor of “opening and 
closing” an opponent's arms- that is, making them vulnerable 
or binding and restraining them. He admonishes the reader to 
pay close attention to the illustrations of ligadure, special joint 
locking techniques, and roture, breaking techniques. His 
symbol of a key is interesting in that one particular ligadura 
technique is called the Chiave Forte, the Strong Key. This 
Master also has resemblance to illustrations of St. Peter 
holding the Keys of Heaven, as seen below.91 92

Whereas the previous two masters of battle are more about 
seizing an opportunity when the opponent is in a vulnerable 

position, this master is more about having the skill to 
create opportunities to exploit, regardless of the 
opponent's tactics and techniques. 

90 Matthew 16:19
91 Joan Gascó, Altarpiece of St Peter. Museu Nacional d'Art de Catalunya , Barcelona, item 015934-CJT. c. 1500
92 Anthony van Dyck, St Peter. early 1600s
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Master of Throws
“Sit at my right hand until I make your enemies a 
footstool for your feet.”93

The last Master of Battle is a long-bearded man in long 
robes carrying a palm frond, standing on top of a much 
younger man. This carries a very strong implication that 
cunning gained through experience yields victory even 
over a youthful opponent that is much quicker, more 
energetic and possibly stronger. The robes conceal 
details of the master's body position, hinting at 
deceiving the opponent's perception in the art of 
Abrazare. The palm is an ancient symbol of victory, 
originally given to successful athletes in Greece, and 
later in Rome.94 Adamantius Origen called the palm a 
symbol of the “victory of spirit over flesh”, which 

agrees with the image of a cunning aged master of combat 
using wisdom to defeat a vigorous, young opponent in peak 
physical condition.

“The palm of courage will surely be adjudged most justly 
to those, who best know the difference between hardship 
and pleasure and yet are never tempted to shrink from 
danger.”

 -Thucydides95

Principles96

 shift the opponent's
weight

 apply pressure to
destabilize the
opponent's structure

 drive them into the
ground by moving to
Porta di Ferro 

93 Psalms 110:1
94 See Tarbell, F.B. The Palm of Victory. Classical Philology ,Vol. 3, No. 3, Jul., 1908 
95 The Funeral Oration of Pericles, from Thucydides' The Peloponnesian War. Book 2, p. 40
96 Center left, Joan Gascó, Saint Barbara. Museu Episcopal de Vic. c. 1516
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VI. The Five Poste of Daga
“These five figures are the guards of the

dagger. One is good in armour, one is good
without armour, while another is good both
in armour and without armour. Another one

yet is good in armour but not without
armour. We will describe all of these.”

Tutta Porta di Ferro Sempia Tutta Porta di Ferro Dopia

Mezza Porta di Ferro 
Dopia Incrossada

 Mezza Porta di Ferro Dopia Tutta Porta di Ferro 
Dopia Incrossada
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Porta di Ferro Sempia ~The Simple Iron Gate
“I am good in or out of armor. I beat away attacks, 
choose whether to use prese or not, and can act with or 
without the dagger and still use any defense I wish.”

This daga guard is the closest to a casual position and offers
a wide range of options. The hands are low and ready to 
make a strong defense. The right hand is drawn back to the 
hip in preparation to draw a dagger from a sheath near the 
pouch, such as can be seen in the Posta Longa illustration 
from Abrazare immediately below. The hands can act 
separately to distract or defend against an opponent while 
drawing a weapon, or seek an opportunity for striking and 
prese. Whereas a contemporary of Fiore's wrote about 
scenarios such as "if he thrusts at you, and you cannot get 
to your dagger..." Magistro Fiore wants his student to 
position himself for a fight allowing for the greatest 
freedom of options.
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Coverta senza la daga 
Defense without the dagger
From this Porta di Ferro Sempia, the 
Scholar can respond to descending 
attacks from the right or the left with a 
basic unarmed defense appropriate to 
the angle. The Scholar needs to merely
strike into the incoming wrist or 
forearm with the outer hand edge or 
forearm. A slope step forward is made 
towards the attacking arm as this 
defense is made, so that the same leg 
and arm finish forward. This is called 
the Agreement of Hand and Foot, 
and provides a very strong body 
structure.

Deploying the Dagger
Building upon the previous skill, once a 
defense has been made with one hand, the 
Scholar may draw the dagger and make an 
attack. Combined with the previous action, 
this illustrates how Porta di Ferro Sempia can
“act with or without the dagger” to make a 
defense. 
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Porta di Ferro Dopia ~The Doubled Iron Gate
“I am good in or out of armour. I am better in armour, because 
I cannot use my dagger in this position.”

The right hand grips the left wrist. This is a strong defense 
Magistro Fiore uses against unarmed blows and the dagger. The
combined structure of both arms is very strong and can block a 
threat or heavy force very well, and the left hand is still 
available to grab and make prese. However, the right hand is 
occupied and cannot hold a dagger. Note that the figure wears a
feather in his cap- this signifies victory.

Mighty Defense
The Scholar defends their person against dagger attack from all 
possible angles from this posta. The description that this 
crowned master cannot use his dagger is important- the left 
hand must remain empty to make grappling actions.
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Porta di Ferro Doppia Incrossada 
~The Iron Gate Doubled and Crossed
“I am as strong as a fortress. In armour, I am useful and
strong. However, without armour I am not safe, because I
cannot reach far to defend.”

The right forearm crosses over the left. This posta has a
shorter reach than the previous ones, and because of this
Magistro Fiore says that it is much safer to use while
wearing armour. The arms can uncross to make different
actions, and the uncrossing itself can be useful.

The crossed defense
The overlap of the arms in this posta
provides excellent structure, but it
does so by sacrificing reach. By
exploring a defense against
descending or ascending attacks, one
comes to appreciate the reach of the
medieval dagger.
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Mezza Porta di Ferro Dopia 
~The Iron Gate Doubled

“I am the best and strongest of all five guards, both 
in and out of armour, and I can parry above or 
below and on all sides.”

The right hand holds the dagger's handle, the left hand grips
the flat of the dagger midway along it's length, offering the 
ability to block incoming attacks strongly, as well as the 
option of a precise and reinforced thrust with the punta.97

Note that Magistro Fiore performs the same type of action with
the sword, both while it is in the scabbard and during the fight
after it has been drawn, a technique referred to by some masters
as halfswording. 

97 Figure in Pink from Albrecht Durer "Berlin sketchbook", Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin Libr. pict. A 83 f. 59v, c. 1512
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Incroso cum la daga
Crossing high and low with the dagger

Coverta in ogni parte
Blocking to all sides. Lower left from Gladiatoria.98

98 Gladiatoria, MS U860.F46 1450, f. 34v. Yale Center for British Art, Connecticut. c. 1440s.
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Counterattacking
The attacking limb is always a 
vulnerable target as it is extended in the 
act of attacking. 

A similar tactic used with the sword
held in a halfswording grip, from
Gladiatoria; 
"Note the third technique: If he
wants to stab from below towards
your visor and means to seek you
here vigorously, then look and take
your sword close. And just when he
means to thrust at your visor, see
that you hit him inside on his palm
with your thrust- thus you deprive
him of his hand so that he cannot
use it any more."99

99 MS Germ.Quart.16 f 9v, Biblioteka Jagiellońska, Kraków, Poland. Translation by Jeffrey L. Forgeng
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Mezza Porta di Ferro Dopia Incrossada
 ~The Iron Gate Doubled and Crossed

“I am good with armour but not without, since my reach is
short. I can parry above and below, right and left, with the
dagger or without.”

The right hand holds the dagger “point down”, the left hand 
reaches UNDER the right forearm and  grips the flat of the 
dagger. The blade of the dagger is used to block incoming 
attacks. The left hand can leave the dagger to make a coverta or  
presa.
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VII. Zoghi di Daga: 
Techniques of Armizare

I am the noble weapon named “Dagger” whose play is the
Zogho Stretto. He who understands my malice and my art

will also gain a good understanding of many other weapons.
And since I finish my fight fiercely and quickly, there is no

man who can stand against me. Whoever witnesses my deeds
of arms will see me make covers and thrusts as I move to
grapple, and will see me take away the dagger by dislocating
and binding arms. Against me neither weapons nor armour will

be of any use.
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First Remedy Master of Dagger:
Mandritto Defense

“I am the First Magistro, called Remedy 
because with so much knowledge of this 
remedy you will saved from your 
opponent's dire attacks, and you can strike 
and counter him. Of these possibilities, the 
greatest thing I should not neglect to do is 
make your dagger fall to the earth by  
turning my hand to the left."

The first Remedy Master of Dagger is a
defense with a single arm against a forehand
attack (dritta angle in the segno/targetting diagram), made
using a sweeping motion of the arm horizontally across the
body with a slight rise, just as the motion of drawing the
sword. After the attacking arm is stopped by the outer edge of
the Scholar's forearm, a grip can be made at the attacker's wrist
with the thumb down. The right hand is raised in a fist to
strike. This is the position in the illustration, which shows a
triangle formed between the dagger, the Scholar's arm and the
attacker's arm. Now the Scholar can perform a disarm by
rotating his forearm counter-clockwise and allowing his hand
to describe a circle roughly the size of a head. In the
illustration above from the Getty above right, the Remedy

Master's weight is evenly distributed between the 
right and left legs. Compare to the version from the
Pissani-Dossi at left, where the weight is shifted 
slightly more
forward.

Note that making
the initial contact
with the thumb
upwards, as in the

image at lower right100 places the thumb in incredible danger
of damage. The correct orientation for initial contact is with
the pinkie side/knife edge/Ulnar edge. 

100Domenico Ghirlandaio, Massacre of the Innocents, Tornabuoni Chapel, c. 1490
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It is possible that the First Remedy Master of Dagger is piggybacking on millions of years 
old survival reflexes. In the classic reflex example of rapidly pulling a hand away from a hot
surface without conscious thought, a nerve for sensation in the hand detects the initial 
danger and sends information in a nerve signal up to the spinal cord. As soon as the nerve 
signal enters the spinal cord, the information is processed there and sends out a response 
(before the information is even sent up to the brain!). This response action is polysynaptic 
(meaning that it connects to and activates many nerves) in order to activate many muscle 
fibers, which helps to give a quick response. 
There are two major groups in the response action- the withdrawl reflex on the same side 
of the initial sensation, the muscles that extend the limb (extensors) are turned off 
(inhibited), and the muscles that bend the limb (flexors) are activated, to withdraw the limb 
in danger. At the same time, on the other side of the body, the other limb activates extension 
(extensors) and turns off flexors; this helps stabilize the body (for instance; preparing the 
other leg to support the entire body weight when the other foot has stepped on a tack, or 
possibly to push away from something). This action on the opposite side is called the 
crossed extensor reflex. There are also signals along the spinal cord to get motor neurons 
to contract muscles that shift the center of gravity of the body to maintain balance. 

These survival reflexes have existed for possibly upwards of 200-400 million years, 
although dating their origin is difficult. Several different neuroscience professors have 
agreed with the author that conscious, voluntary actions which coincide with the motions of 
a reflex arc will probably be easier to perform, "piggybacking" on the nervous system 
wiring. If we withdraw the hand and exaggerate that withdrawing action, and push the 
opposite arm forward, we have something that starts to look like the First Remedy Master of
Dagger.

Below, the First Remedy as seen from other Armizare sources; left, the Florius MS; right, 
Filipo Vadi. 
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From Left, top row The Last Judgement by Michaelangelo;101 and a version of the First 
Remedy Master position from Talhoffer, 1450s with defender's hand positions switched: 
"There he has nullified his stab and wants to punch him in the mouth with the fist."102 Center
right, Jesus expels moneychangers from the temple with a whip, early 1300s.103 Bottom row,
Jesus again expelling moneychangers from the temple
with a whip, Italian sources mid 1600s and early 1600s.104

105

101Michelangelo di Lodovico Buonarroti Simoni, The Last Judgement. Sistine Chapel, Rome 1540.
102Hans Talhoffer, Königsegg Fechtbuch, MS. XIX.17-3, f. 26v. German, c.1446-1459.
103Jesus expels moneychangers from temple. John 2:15 "Making a whip of cords, he drove all of them out of the temple..."  Fresco by 

Giotto di Bondone in the Scrovegni Chapel in Padua, Italy c. 1304.
104 Bernardino Mei, Christ Cleansing the Temple, Getty Museum item 69.PA.27. Italian c. 1655.
105 Valentin de Boulogne, Christ Driving the Money Changers out of the Temple. Galleria Nazionale d'Arte Antica. Italian c. 1618
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Additional images of the First Remedy Master of Dagger;Top row left to right.106 107 108 109

Center row left, a demon in classic First Remedy 
Master holding a dagger,110 Center right, similar 
position, probably French early 1400s.

Lower left, St. George slaying the dragon.111 Note 
that St. George is holding a dagger in the point up 
grip here. Compare to Posta Finestra with the 
sword.

106 Speculum Humanae Salvationis. Biblioteca Nacional de España MS Vitr. 25-7 f. 21v. c.1430
107 Le Mirouer historial de Vincent de Beauvais, BNF Français 50, f. 387r. c. mid 1400s
108 Mathias Grünewald, The Mocking of Christ, Alte Pinakothek item 10352, c. 1505
109 Peter Paul Rubens, Fall of the Damned, Alte Pinakothek item 320, c.1620
110 Angelico Giovanni da Fiesole, The Last Judgement, Gemäldegalerie, Staatliche Museen zu Berlin, c. 1395
111 Paolo Uccello, St George slaying the dragon, c. 1430.
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 ❖ Form of the Knife First Play of The First Master:
Triangle Disarm

The Scholar performs a Tor la daga (literally
"turn the dagger") by rotating his left hand 
counterclockwise (as if turning a dial) to 
disarm the attacker. It is possible to 
coordinate the action so the the dagger falls  
into the Scholar's right hand.

From Gladitoria:
"If he thrusts from above at your face with 
his dagger, then catch his right hand by the 
wrist in your left hand, and twist his arm 
outwards, thus countering his thrust. If you 
wish to bring him to wrestling, then release 
your dagger and grasp with your right 
hand from below on his right elbow and 
jerk inwards against the chest; thus you 
break his arm or he must fall. That is the 
first technique of the dagger as you see 
illustrated above."112 This also describes the
Fifth Play of the First Master in the 
following pages.

Note that the dagger must drape over the 
inside of the Scholar's forearm as seen 
above to setup the disarm. Gladitoria states
this as "grasp with your reversed left hand 
behind his dagger around his wrist, so that
his blade is outside [and] on your arm." If 
it is not, as in the illustration as right, the 
disarm cannot be performed. In this case, 
keeping the Scholar's left arm well 
extended and making a large U-shaped 
motion to "pass the attacker's dagger 
through" is best here to avoid being 
stabbed in the ribs or belly.

112 MS Germ.Quart.16 f 33v, Biblioteka Jagiellońska, Kraków, Poland. Translation by Jeffrey L. Forgeng
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A variant from Talhoffer while closing in with the
free hand: "Here he has parried the dagger
outwards and wrenches it away."113 This is the same
motion Magistro Fiore describes for this disarm.

❖The Second Play of The First Master: 
 Counter: Drive through the Center to collapse structure

"With my dagger turning I'll turn your arm. And your counter to my dagger won't turn 
me or make my dagger fall. This turn I make will result in me striking your chest 
without a doubt ."

The attacker rotates their arm inward to bring the dagger into the centerline, almost 
popping the elbow up in a "chickenwing" motion. The defender's arm is inverted, 
breaking the grip and collapsing the structure of the arm. The dagger is driven into the 
chest against very little resistance.

Note that the dagger-wielding Scholar could also use the free hand to pin the defender's 
left hand, resulting a painful wristlock very similar to the Nikkyo classic technique of 
Aikido. However, the Scholar must also be careful to defend against striking from the 
opponent's right hand, raised in an inverted fist in the position of the First Master. Below 
on the right, the Scholar has defended against a strike from the Player's right fist, and 
made a grip and circling twist in the manner of the First Play.

113 Hans Talhoffer, Königsegg Fechtbuch, MS. XIX.17-3. Circa 1446-1459 f. 27r
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 ❖ Form of the Knife Counter to The Counter of The First Play
If the opponent has successfully made the counter to the first play, the dagger will be 
driven into the chest. To defend against this, the Scholar must reverse the direction of the 
dagger, by grasping the blade of the dagger with the right hand and rotating it around the 
opponent's hand, pointing it at the opponent. From there, the Scholar steps forward to 
drive the dagger into the opponent by pushing with the sternum against the handle of the 
dagger. Note that this will be very difficult to execute in time if the opponent grasped the 
right hand during the second play, as illustrated on the lower right of the previous page. 
Countering this play requires checking the right arm, as done later on in the 19th Play of 
the First Remedy.

Gladitoria version of the counter to the
Second Play:
"If he has thrusted to your chest, then fall
with your left hand above on his right arm
behind his dagger; press it well
downwards and with your left hand twist
his blade against his body, and push hard
upon it with your chest; thus you jab at
him with his own dagger as you see
illustrated above."114

 ❖ Form of the Knife Third Play of The First Master
"In the mezana ligadura I have put your 
arm so that you won't give me any chaos." 

If the initial action of making the cover of
the First Master is too close, the first play
(triangle disarm) will be unfeasible. In this
instance, the circling motion of the hand
that the Scholar would have used for
effecting the disarm is instead made from
the elbow, which will encircle the
opponent's elbow. Although illustrated
with the opponent disarmed, Magistro
Fiore never explains how this detail comes to be. It is potentially possible to grasp the 

114 MS Germ.Quart.16 f 42v, Biblioteka Jagiellońska, Kraków, Poland. Translation by Jeffrey L. Forgeng
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dagger's blade and wrench it free of the opponent's grip. However, without achieving 
some disarm in moving to the Ligadura Mezzana, it is still possible to remain safe by 
rotating the opponent's forearm by a subtle twist of the Scholar's wrist as the distance is 
closed. This will turn the dagger enough to keep the Scholar safe.

 ❖ Form of the Knife Variant of theThird Play of The 
First Master
If the Scholar is close enough to perform 
to Ligadura Mezzana, but the opponent's 
elbow is straight rather than bent, or the 
opponent brings their hand by the 
Scholar's lower back, then the result will 
be trapping the arm in a straight armbar, 
as illustrated here from Meyer.115 Great 
care must be taken in training to allow for 
some bend to remain in the attacker's 
elbow and avoid possible elbow 

hyperextension, which could occur if the Scholar turns to face the same direction as the 
opponent. The receiver of the technique can protect their elbow by pointing it at the 
ground and bending it, facilitated by closing distance with a small step. This prevents 
hyperextension, but also places the body in an excellent position to setup the original 
version of the Third Play as above.

The same action seen in Gladitoria:  
"The twentieth technique of the dagger:
if you both have thrusted from above
from the right side at each other’s faces,
and the daggers come on each other with
mutual parrying, then go up from below
with your left hand on his right arm, and
press down with your right hand on his
right hand; thus you bring his arm under
your left armpit; jerk well toward you so
that his right foot comes inside your left
foot; throw or thrust high at him as you
see illustrated above."116 

115 Joachim Meÿer. Gründtliche Beschreibung der Kunst des Fechtens.1570. Dagger Plate F.
116 MS Germ.Quart.16 f 43r, Biblioteka Jagiellońska, Kraków, Poland. Translation by Jeffrey L. Forgeng
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 ❖ Form of the Knife Second Variant of theThird Play of The First Master
Gladitoria gives us a possible extension
of the Ligadura Mezzana play:

"the thirty-third technique of the
dagger: if he has his right foot forward
and thrusts down from above to your
helmet, and you have not drawn your
dagger, then send your left hand over
his right arm, so that you bring his arm
under your armpit, and stride forth with
your left foot behind his legs, and grasp
with your right hand from outside into
his right thigh, and lift upwards; thus
you will throw him as illustrated
above." 117

Great care must be taken to ensure that the recipient of this technique lands on their back 
and contact of the head/neck with the ground is avoided.

Below, the same technique, illustrated by Talhoffer.118

117 MS Germ.Quart.16, 47v, Biblioteka Jagiellońska, Kraków, Poland. Translation by Jeffrey L. Forgeng
118 Talhoffer, Cod.icon. 394a, f. 95v. 
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 Fourth Play of The First Master
Counter to the Third Play

"This is the counter of the play we just saw."

Early in the setup of the Third Play, the Scholar
grasps their own wrist to reverse the Ligadura 
Mezzana, torquing the opponent's arm and 
restraining or throwing them. Note that this can
counter both Variants of the Third Play as well,
through body shifting and footwork. Compare 
the bent arm position of the opponent in this 
illustration to the Remedy Master of Abrazare. 

 ❖ Form of the Knife Fifth Play of The First Master: Elbow Wrench
"This is a good cover for taking the dagger from
the hand. However I could also use this presa to
put you in a good ligadura. If I drive with my
right hand rising under your right knee, I would
run you into the ground, because this art I know
how to perform well."
The Scholar forms a grip from the First Master,
then reaches up with his right hand to cup the
opponent's elbow. The opponent's forearm is
then wrenched out and back, pivoting at the
elbow. This can injure the shoulder or the elbow,
or the opponent may fall. The technique can be

done
facing
the
opposite direction as the opponent or the same 
direction, and is much more effective/harsh if the 
Scholar drives the opponent's elbow to the direction 
the Scholar face. Magistro Fiore also describes using 
the right hand to grasp under the right knee for a 
throw, which is the second to last prese of the First 
Remedy Master; this may be a contingency if the 
current play does not work.
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At right, another illustration of the technique by
Meyer.119

At left, Gladitoria describes a variant performed 
with a step:
"The sixteenth technique of the dagger: if he 
thrusts from above to your neck, and you cannot 
get to your dagger, then catch his arm with both 
hands, and twist his dagger inwards and his 
elbow outwards, and set your left foot forward 
outside his left foot, thus throwing him, as is 
illustrated above." 120

  Sixth Play of The First Master
Counter to the Fifth Play

"The counter of the play which was said 
before, I make. You will not put me in the 
ground, take away my dagger or put me in
a ligadura. You must release me or it will 
be very bad for you- my dagger will 
immediately be encased/sheathed in you." 
As the opponent's reaches up for the
attacker's elbow, the attacker can grasp his
own dagger by the point and let his dagger
sink down and forward, breaking the
defender's grip and striking him.

119 Joachim Meÿer, Gründtliche Beschreibung der Kunst des Fechtens, 1570, Dagger Plate A. 
120 Gladiatoria, MS Germ.Quart.16, 41r.
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Interestingly, the Pissani-Dossi uses the Sixth Play to counter the First Remedy (as seen at 
upper left), and then uses an arm check and grab at the elbow (as shown upper right) in the 
manner of the Fifth Play to counter that.

 ❖ Form of the Knife Seventh Play of The First Master: Clothesline Throw (Gambarola Variation)
"This is a play without any counter, and with irresistable force the zugador will be sent to
the ground and he will lose his dagger, if the Scholar does to the Zugador what is shown. 
And once he is thrown to the ground, other actions can be used to finish the fight."

From the First Master, a grip is made and the opponent's
attacking arm is driven wide strongly. At the same time,
the defender passes forward rapidly, using the other arm
to strike into the attacker's throat and step past him,
"clotheslining" him.
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From Gladitoria: 
"The seventeenth technique of the dagger:
if he thrusts at from above, then grasp with
your reversed left hand behind his dagger
around his wrist, so that his blade is
outside on your arm, and stride with your
right foot outside of his right foot, and push
with your right hand on his neck, thus
casting him, as is illustrated above."121

 ❖ Form of the Knife Seventh Play of The First Master as 
attacker'

The attacker, having drawn a First Remedy Master 
defense from the opponent, passes forward stepping 
behind the opponent's leg and drapes his arm over his 
shoulder to throw him. From Talhoffer.122

The same play done with swords, from Meyer.123

121 MS Germ.Quart.16, 41v.
122 Talhoffer, Codex Icononografico 394a f. 92r, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Munich, Germany, 1467.
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The same play against a horseman, fully
unsaddling the rider. From Mair, 1540.124

Center left, counterthrusting with a sword, 
driving back the body just as done in the 
canonical Seventh play.125

 ❖ Form of the Knife Eighth Play of The First Master:
Pass to the Outside

Striking from the outside, the defender uses his
palm and forearm to strike away the incoming
attacker's forearm on the outside near the wrist.
Codex Wallerstein from the mid to late 1400s
calls this technique the Bärenstoss, or strike of
the bear (bear paw).126

123 Joachim Meÿer, Gründtliche Beschreibung der Kunst des Fechtens, Rapier Plate F
124 Mair, Opus Amplissimum de Arte Athletica. Codex iconographo. 393, Vol. II. f. 174v.
125 Ibid., Vol II f. 174r.
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 ❖ Form of the Knife Ninth Play of The First Master:
A General Counter

"I am the counter of the first king of dagger also 
called remedy. Suffering will come from 
countering my plays with your left hand, which I 
will grab. And because of this grapple I can thrust 
the dagger into your back."

First Counter to the First Master: Countergrip. From
the defender making the grip of the First Master, the
attacker reaches up with his left hand inverted, takes
a grip of the defender's left wrist, and tears across
and down to the left hip. The opponent's will be
forced to turn away, and can be easily struck with the dagger.

From von Eyb:
"seize him by his left arm close to his hand and pull him by 
the arm in front of you, and stab him under his armpit with 
your dagger by stabbing up from below."127

Illustration from an anonymous early 1600s German source 
that seems to be a German offshoot of Magistro Fiore's corpus
of technical material.128

 ❖ Form of the Knife Tenth Play of The First Master
A General Counter

Second Counter to the First Master: Dislogadure.
Once a grip has been made from the First Master,
the attacker strikes upward with his left hand to
break the defender's grip.

126 Various, Codex Wallerstein, Cod.I.6.4º.2, Universitätsbibliothek Augsburg. c. 1420s-1470s
127 Ludwig VI von Eyb zum Hartenstein, "Eyb Kriegsbuch" Universitätsbibliothek Erlangen-Nürnberg MS B.26 circa 1500 Germany
128 Anonymous, Bũech von fechter Vnnd Ringstückhen zũ Ross vnnd Fuoß, Codex 10799 Österreichische Nationalbibliothek in 

Vienna, Austria circa 1623, f. 250r.
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 ❖ Form of the Knife Eleventh Play of The First Master
A General Counter

Third Counter to the First Master. Similar to the Ninth
Play, here the attacker allows a grip to be made from
the First Master, reaches up with an inverted grip
using the left hand, and tears down and towards his
own right hip or knee. He can now strike freely into
the defender's chest or head, and can still pull across
to his left hip to turn the defender to strike him in the
back.

 ❖ Form of the Knife Counter to The Counter of The First 
Master
As the attacker uses one of the counter grips above, 
the Scholar takes his right hand and grips the 
pommel of the dagger, pushing down and toward 
the attacker. This forces the attacker's wrist to pivot 
around the Scholar's left wrist, causing the dagger to
reorient and  stab the attacker in the groin or inner 
thigh, where there are many large blood vessels and 
no armour. 

 ❖ Form of the Knife Twelvth Play of The First Master:
Ligdura Soprana

This play is similar to the Seventh Play, except
that the defender's right arm goes around the
attacker's dagger arm rather than his neck. The
defender's right hand grips his left wrist. From
here, the attacker's arm can be broken or he
can be thrown to the ground. It is very useful
to use the left hand to slighty turn the
attacker's dagger away before stepping in with
the right arm.
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 Thirteenth Play of The First Master
 Counter: Reinforce with the second arm
This is the counter to the Twelvth Play. The attacker 
reaches up and grasps his right wrist with his left 
hand and drives the dagger down and forward.

 ❖ Form of the Knife Fourteenth Play of The First Master:
Piu Forteza

The defender grasps his own left wrist with his
right hand. This forms a "bubble of defense"
which can defend against attacks with strong
resistance, and the Scholar can still use the left
hand to make any play of the First Master. 

Essentially, rather than a play of it's own. Use
this cover to repeat all of the plays that have
come before.

 Fifteenth Play of The First Master  
Counter: Elbow Push

The counter to the Fourteenth Play is this: the 
attacker uses his left hand on the defender's right 
arm near the elbow to push and turn his opponent's 
body. This leaves him defenseless.
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 ❖ Form of the Knife Sixteenth Play of The First Master:
Elbow Break

From the First Master, a grip is made and then the
Scholar quickly steps under the attacker's arm while
straightening it. The right hand joins the left to place
pressure on the attacker's arm. This play causes a
dislocation of the shoulder or elbow.

Note that it is important to be on the outside of the
attacker's arm. If it is done to the inside of the 
attacker's arm as seen at right from Meyer 1570, 
the attacker could reach around with both arms 
and immediately offer harm with the dagger or 
throw the defender.

 ❖ Form of the Knife Early Counter to the Elbow Break 
Keep elbow bent to keep the elbow behind his back, knee strike into tailbone or lower back 
of opponent. 

 ❖ Form of the Knife Mid Action Counter to the Elbow Break
As the Scholar's arm is pulled over the opponent's trapezius/collarbone to setup the elbow 
break, the Scholar points his elbow at the ground and bends it, pulling his elbow down and 
back towards his hip
as he makes a small
step towards the
opponent. This saves
the elbow and
buckles the
opponent's structure,
throwing them to the
ground. Images
derived by author.
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 ❖ Form of the Knife Seventeenth Play of The First Master:
 Counter to the Elbow Break

This is the third counter to the Sixteenth Play, which is 
useful if the Scholar was unsuccessful at preventing the
elbow from going over the shoulder or sinking the 
elbow to collapse the opponent. The Scholar rotates his
arm so that his elbow points up and leans forward over 
the opponent or sideways into his neck so that the 
defender is forced to lean heavily, breaking his 
structure. The inside of the most convenient knee is 
grasped and lifted with the free hand, throwing the 
defender forward to the ground on his face. Note that 

the Scholar can go directly here from the Elbow Break or from the Early Counter above.

 ❖ Form of the Knife Eighteenth Play of The First Master:
Tor la Daga

From the First Remedy Master, a grip is made,
and the defender uses the right hand palm up to
grasp the dagger, rotating it down and away to
point at the opponent's elbow and then pushing
forward to take it from the opponent's grip and
strike him with it in the face or the chest.

 ❖ Form of the Knife Ninteenth Play of The First Master:
 Counter: Arm Check

The counter to the Eighteenth Play requires the 
attacker to "check" the defender's right arm with 
his left hand. This check is simply the extended 
arm preventing the defender's right arm from 
getting closer to the attacker. The dagger is then 
driven forward easily.
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 ❖ Form of the Knife Twentieth Play of The First Master: Leg Pick
"Into the earth you will be sent, without any 
means of making a defense or counter." 
Stepping in deeply while covering with the First
Master, drive outward with the left hand, offbalancing
the opponent, then grasp and lift his right leg to throw
him. This is a difficult fall to take, caution is advised.

An illustration of this play from Meyer.129

From Gladitoria:
"The eighteenth technique of the
dagger: if he again comes from
above with a thrust and his right foot
is forward, then again catch his right
hand by the wrist behind his dagger
with your reversed left hand, so that
his blade comes outside over your
arm; set your left foot forward, and
grasp with your right hand on his
knee joint, and pull well toward you,
thus throwing him, as you see
illustrated above."130

129 Joachim Meÿer, Gründtliche Beschreibung der Kunst des Fechtens, 1570. Dagger Plate A2.
130 MS Germ.Quart.16, f. 42r. 
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The same technique done using a dagger to hook behind the knee. From Mair and Durer.131 132

 ❖ Form of the Knife Twenty First Play of The First Master:

Counter: Defense against a low attack
To counter a low attack such as grabbing the leg, 
withdraw the leg and strike out high. Against a grab to 
the leg specifically, withdraw the leg and grasp the 
opponent's upper arm or shoulder and pull them 
forward and across the centerline so that they are 
turned and their back is to you. Immediately strike the 
head. This counter needs to be performed before the 
leg is successfully seized.

Variant of the defence to the low attack:
If the opponent has a helm with a free hanging
visor, grab the visor, step back and drive him into
the ground with force as if shaking out a rug. This
action cannot be practiced without high risk to the
neck: Do not attempt this on anyone.

Alternately, if he is wearing no armour, you may
encircle the neck for a headlock or choke.

131 Mair, Cod.icon. 393 Vol II, f. 10v 
132 Durer, Libr.Pict.A.83, f. 40r
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An example of a low attack from Mair;133 
"Immediately let your dagger fall and grab
him with both hands around his left leg in
the hollow of the knee. Immediately follow
in with your right foot and heave him well
over himself."

Mair's counter (illustrated upper right) is
different from Fiore's, and works better
as/after the leg is seized;
'If he has thus seized you and desires to
throw you, so let your dagger nimbly fall
and grab him with both arms on his chest in
under the armpits. Immediately press his head under himself with your chest and set 
yourself well low in the Scales so you will throw him over his head out and away."134 The 
one performing the counter presses the attacker's head down using his torso, and grasping 
the jacket near or just past the pectoralis minor muscle. Essentially, this action turns the 
attacker's position and forward motion into painful leverage against his neck. This counter 
should not be practiced with speed or force, as it can strain neck muscles or cause a spinal 
injury. 

133 Mair Cod.icon. 393 Vol. II, f. 22v
134 Ibid.
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Second Remedy Master of Dagger
Doubled and Crossed

“I play with arms crossed so that I can 
make the remedies we just saw. And if 
we were both in armour no greater 
defense could I find. A better remedy 
that wears a crown does not exist- this 
is because I can play on the right and 
left and can cross below or above."

The second Remedy Master of Dagger is 
a defense with a two hands against an 

overhead attack of any kind. This Remedy 
Master has more space from his attacker, 
because as a version of Porta di Ferro Dopia
Incrossada it cannot reach very far, 
therefore it must approach an attack 
cautiously. Note that from a safe cover, 
either arm can maintain contact and extend 
slightly while withdrawing the other, 
transitioning to the First Remedy Master or 
the Third. This is allows access to the plays 
of the First Remedy Master, i.e. "I can 
make the remedies we just saw", or those of 

the Third Remedy Master. (Note that because
the doubled and crossed position costs the
Scholar about 4" of measure, Fiore advises
the Remedy be made in armour.)

At right, an example of the Second Remedy
Master from Gladitoria. "The tenth technique
of the dagger: if he thrusts from above to
your face and you cannot get to your dagger,
then lay your right hand crosswise on your
left and catch the thrust on your arms, and
grasp with your left hand around his wrist
behind the dagger, and with your right hand
upwards on his blade, thus taking away his
dagger, as you see illustrated above."135

135 Gladitoria, MS U860.F46 1450, f. 35v. Yale Center for British Art.
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The second Remedy Master of Dagger done while 
armed with a dagger, from Talhoffer.136 One common 
follow up action is to grasp one's own dagger to effect
a triangle lock on the attacker's wrist.  

 Second❖ Form of the Knife  Play of the Second Master:
General Counter

Counter the Second Master with the 
elbow push.

 ❖ Form of the Knife A Second General Counter from the
Florius Manuscript 

A different way to counter the Second Master by
sweeping aside both arms using the free hand. This
is very similar to the cross-arm sweep seen in the
Fourteenth Play of Abrazare.

136 Talhoffer, Codex Icononografico 394a f. 95r, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Munich, Germany, 1467.
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 ❖ Form of the Knife Second Play of The Second Master:
Ligadura Soprana

From the Second Master, the Scholar moves their
right arm underneath the Player's arm and grasps
their own left wrist. This position, called the
"Figure 4" in modern wrestling, is a joint lock
which leads into a throw. As the Scholar steps
forwards, they bring their arms to Tutta Porta di
Ferro, injuring the Player and/or throwing him. In
practice, end the technique no further than the
partner's arm  in line with the plane of the torso, as
in the illustration.

 ❖ Form of the Knife Third Play of The Second Master
The counter to the previous, the "Figure 4". 
The Scholar reaches up with the left hand 
and grasps their own wrist to drive the 
dagger down and into the opponent.
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Third Remedy Master of Dagger: Riverso Defenses
“Here we begin with the plays against the riverso mano (backhand) attack, against which 
countless have lost their lives. The plays of my scholars begin with the coverta that I have 
made with my right hand."
This is the counterpart to the First Remedy Master of Dagger, used against a backhanded 
attack in the riverso angle of the Dagger Segno. The right arm and leg are forward, and the 
outer edge of the forearm and hand makes contact with the attacker's forearm near the wrist,
the right hand cupping the fingers and the forearm turning to immediately allow a light grip 
on the attacker's forearm. Most plays from here involve passing in with the left foot 
immediately. Note that the
motion of this Remedy
follows the same pattern as
the Rompere di Punta.

The Third Remedy from
horseback, from Mair. 
"when we come to one
another, mounted on horses,
you advance on the enemy
properly, and seize [him]
with a wrapping/hooking
action from below..."137

137 Mair, Cod. Icon. 393, f. 203r. c. 1540s. Translation by author.
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Training Sequence: Learning the First, Second, Third Remedy Masters
The attacker begins with a fendente dagger attack to the face or chest which is defended 
with a cover using the left arm (First Remedy). To counter this defence, the attacker rotates 
his arm, bringing his hand into the target's centerline (Counter to First Play). This pushes the
defender's arm towards the centerline, breaking the structure of the first defence. The 
defender brings up the right arm, contacting his left arm on the underside at the forearm or 
wrist, forming crossed arms to safely cover (Second Remedy) against the attacker's counter. 
From here, the defender rotates his right hand toward the attacker's arm to make a grip, and 
can safely withdrawing his left hand, attaining the position of the Third Remedy.

Entering the Third Remedy Master 
Magistro Fiore advises the Scholar that attacking from the Riverso side is always dangerous
to do, because the left hand cannot easily assist in the fight until the dagger has engaged the 
target. As such, it is considered somewhat foolhardy to simply attack backhanded with the 
dagger, although the world has never been short of foolish and violent men. For the Scholar 
to approach and attack more intelligently, a forehand or fendente dritto attack is performed 
first, followed by a riverso line attack. The defending Scholar can either make a full 
tornamento to avoid the dritto attack, or can use the transition shown in the training 
sequence above; defend with the First Remedy Master of Dagger, attacker performs the 
counter of the First Play of the First Remedy Master,  Scholar transitions to Third Remedy.
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 ❖ Form of the Knife Third Remedy Master of Dagger Variant
Below left, a position for making the hooking action of the Third Master of Dagger while 
armed with a dagger, as if the Scholar has drawn the dagger across the belt line with a point 
down grip. From Talhoffer.138 From the position at upper right, the Scholar could reach 
under his own arm with his left hand, grasp his dagger, and apply a triangle lock to the 
attacker's wrist, as seen in the Counter to the Third Remedy Master of Dagger.

138 Talhoffer, Codex Icononografico 394a f. 86v.
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 ❖ Form of the Knife First Play of The Third Master: Triangle Disarm
Here the Scholar has made a grip with the right hand on the attacker's forearm and grasped 
the dagger with the left hand , then passed in with the left foot, draping his left arm over and
gently encircling the opponent's right arm. From this position the attacker's arm is 
immobilized and easily disarmed.

A B
A: The Scholar has made the cover of the 3rd 
Master, passing in with the left foot and 
reaching in with the left hand to turn the 
dagger away from his face.

B: The Scholar's left arm encircles the 
attacker's forearm to immobilize it.

C: The Scholar uses his right hand to rotate the
dagger, pivoting around the pinky side of the 
attacker's hand, pointing the dagger out 
towards the attacker's face and then down 
towards the ground. The right hand draws back
towards the Scholar's right hip, taking the 

C   dagger. 
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The Scholar can also strike the opponent in the face 
with an elbow any time during the First Play after a 
grip has been established, as illustrated from Meyer.139

 ❖ Form of the Knife Second Play of The Third
Master: Collar Throw

"This is a play to lazily throw someone
into the earth to my left."

From the Third Master, the Scholar has
made a grip on the attacker's wrist,
passed in with the left foot and
extended his left arm to push against
the attacker's chin outward. At the same
time, the right hand is drawn back
towards the right hip. This is a classic
form of Posta Longa from
Abrazare, and results in a throw
off to the Scholar's left. Note that
no contact against the Scholar's
hip or leg is required.

A variant from Gladitoria, sadly
lacking commentary text.140 

139 Joachim Meyer, Kunst des Fechtens, 1570, Plate Dagger A2
140 Gladiatoria, MS KK5013 f 31v, Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna, Austria
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Illustrations of this
play from the
Pissani-Dossi and
the Florius MS. 

Variants from Marozzo141 and
Czynner.142 Marozzo appears to
reach for the far shoulder or arm
instead of the chin. At right, note
that the red-armoured combatant
performing the play appears to have
hiked up his shoulder to go over the
opponent's arm, similarly to how
this play is depicted in the Pissani-
Dossi manuscript above left.

Additional versions- 
armed with a dagger. 
Left, from Durer, 1512; 
note that the distance 
between bodies is 
significantly less than in
other illustrations.143 
Lower right, early 1600s
German.144

141 Achille Marozzo, Opera Nova, Book Five, Bologna 1536.
142 Hans Czynner, Über die Fechtkunst und den Ringkampf , 1538. Universitätsbibliothek Karl-Franzens MS 963, 47v
143 Albrecht Dürer. "Berlin Sketchbook" Libr. Pict. A83, f. 64r.
144 Fechtbuch, Österreichische Nationalbibliothek Vienna, Codex 10799, f 38r. c. 1623.
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 ❖ Form of the Knife Variant of the Second Play of The Third
Master: Beard Pull

If, during the setup of the previous play, the Scholar
finds that they are too close to the opponent's face to
easily effect the push to turn the head and complete
the throw, then instead this presa can be done. The
scholar reaches around the far side of the opponent's
head, cupping the chin or grasping a beard if one is
available. More vicious "fishhooking" into the mouth
or nose could also hypothetically occur. As seen
right, from Marozzo.145 

Another version of the Beard Pull play from Meyer,
where the far shoulder is pulled back instead of the 
head.146 This version is much safer for training, 
having no strain on the neck, however the receiver 
of this throw will be off balanced with less effort 
than expected, and can potentially fall backwards 
hard. As a result, very little force should be used to 
seek the "tipping point" in this technique, and the 
thrower should either pivot strongly or step well 
back as they pull so that there is no danger of the 
opponent falling upon the thrower's leg.

145 Achille Marozzo. Opera Nova dell'Arte delle Armi, f. 75v. c. 1536.
146 Joachim Meÿer. Gründtliche Beschreibung der Kunst des Fechtens. Dagger Plate C. c. 1570.
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 ❖ Form of the Knife Third Play of The Third Master
“In this way I'll put you into the earth. And this is 
safer for me if I was wearing good armour. Even 
unarmoured like this, you won't be able to do 
anything. And I could still make this action even if 
you were stronger than I; even then this is still 
possible."

The Scholar makes the Third Remedy Master with 
his left foot passing forward before or as he makes 
contact with the attacker's arm. This gives him the 
setup to make another pass forward with the right 

foot to make this play. From the contact point of the Third Remedy Master, the Scholar's right 
arm releases the attacker's arm and glides forward with the pass of the right foot, using the 
attacker's arm as a guide to drift up and around the attacker's collar/neck. This is the position 
illustrated, and from here, a volta stabile to the left will throw the attacker to the ground. 
Below right, as seen from Talhoffer.147

147 Hans Talhoffer, Cod.icon. 394a, f. 108r. c. 1467
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 ❖ Form of the Knife Fourth Play of The Third Master: Straight Armbar

From the Third Remedy Master, the Scholar extends his left hand towards the opponent's 
elbow and either makes a mezza volta in with the left foot or makes a pass with the left foot 
followed by a mezza volta back with the right foot. The hands are brought down to Porta di 
Ferro, resulting in the position illustrated. Ideally, the attacker's arm is rotated during this 
movement so that his elbow points up or out in the same direction he is facing. The Scholar 
settles his weight and can throw his opponent easily with a volta stabile if desired.

Gladiatoria:
"Note the twenty-fourth technique. When
you have brought him to this, what was
described and painted before, then twist
his arm around so that he turns backward.
Thus you will throw him to the earth, as
you can see painted above."148

148 Gladiatoria, Biblioteka Jagiellońska MS. KK5013, f. 43v. Translation by Jeffrey L. Forgeng
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If the Scholar's limbs are too long to comfortably 
enter the finish position at Porta di Ferro, the left 
arm can be bent and put on or just above the 
opponent's elbow to create the restraint. 
Whatever position the Scholar takes, the resulting
position of the opponent is described modernly as
a "straight arm bar".

A variation from Czynner.149 This can lead very
easily into the First Play of the Third Remedy
Master as shown in the Pissani-Dossi, or the Second
Play.

Note that a common mistake in performing 
this play is to shrug the shoulders and bend the
back as if to push downwards strongly. This 
results in a biomechanically broken structure 
at the spine and shoulder girdle, and the 
opponent will not be restrained except with a 
great deal of effort for little effect.

149 Hans Czynner, Über die Fechtkunst und den Ringkampf. Universitätsbibliothek Karl-Franzens MS 963, f. 43r. c. 1538.
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 Counter to the Fourth Play 
If the Scholar does not secure the opponent properly, 
the opponent may be able to counter the Fourth play 
by encirling the Scholar's waist with the inside of his 
elbow and then stand up, resulting in a suplex. See the 
illustration at left, from Talhoffer.150

Also, if the Scholar does not settle his weight properly, 
the opponent may be able to resist the restraint and 
return to standing. The Scholar can respond by pivoting
in a small area to reverse his facing, transitioning into 
other plays such as the Play of the Second Master. 

At right, another image of the suplex from
Meyer, this one performed with no grab of the
waist but a grab of the far pants leg and
positioning to lever the opponent over a
thigh.151 

Lower left, Mair shows a leg lift/throw that might 
also be appropriate here. From this position, the 
Red wrestler can also use his elbow against Blue's 
abdomen/groin.152

150 Talhoffer, MS Thott 290.2, f. 59v
151 Joachim Meÿer, Gründtliche Beschreibung der Kunst des Fechtens, "Dagger Plate C". 1570 
152 Mair, Cod. Icon. 393 Vol 1, f . 263r. 
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 ❖ Form of the Knife Fifth Play of The Third Master: Bent Armbar
This play is very similar to the Fourth Play just seen. The hand and foot placement of the 
Scholar are generally the same. Should the opponent resist the restraint by bending his arm 
at the elbow, the Scholar should work with the movement to end in this position. If the 
opponent should resist the restraint by straightening the elbow, the Scholar should use the 
previous play. Sometimes a resisting opponent will be put in one or the other and go back 
and forth between these two plays. Note that the counter and contingency described above 
in the Fourth Play is applicable here.

A similar position from Mair. 153

153 Ibid,  f. 253r. 
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An analogue of the Fifth Play, from
Gladitoria:
"Note the technique which is the forty-
seventh technique of the sword: When
both of you have lost your means of
defense and grab each other for wrestling
and he gets hold of you then try to strike
away his arm. If he holds tight and does
not let go then glide with your right arm
through and push his elbow inwards and
quickly grab his left hand with your left
hand so you force him back and place
your right foot forward so you can throw
him as seen in the picture above."154

 ❖ Form of the Knife Sixth Play of The Third Master
From the position of the Fifth Play, the Scholar should be able to hold onto the opponent 
and take away the dagger by rotating it towards the pinky finger.

154 Gladiatoria. Biblioteka Jagiellońska MS Germ.Quart.16 f. 31v. Translation by Jeffrey L. Forgeng
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 ❖ Form of the Knife Seventh Play of The Third Master:
Chiave Forte

From the position of the Fifth Play, the Scholar 
can easily enter the Ligadura Sottana, also called 
the Chiave Forte, illustrated here. This position is
ideal for restraining the opponent securely while 
having one hand free, which can be used to strike
the opponent, take away his dagger, and he can 
still be thrown easily with a volta stabile. Note 
that this position allows access to the spine and 
the back of the head, which allows for 
overwhelming advantage even against an 
armoured opponent.

 ❖ Form of the Knife Variant of the Seventh Play 
Here a Scholar has used his right arm
instead of his left to restrain the
opponent's right arm. The Scholar is
preparing to disarm his opponent with
his free left hand. From Mair.155

155 Mair, Opus Amplissimum de Arte Athletica. Cod. Icon. 393 Vol II, f. 18v. 
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 ❖ Form of the Knife Counter to The Third Remedy:
The Shears

"This works in or out of armour, and
against an unarmoured opponent I can
severely injure his hand and dislocate his
wrist. He will kneel before me from the
pain, from where it is easy for me to strike
him."

Having made contact with the defender, 
the Scholar reaches underneath his own 
forearm and the opponent's arm with his
free hand to grasp the dagger blade. This
will create a triangular shaped wristlock 
on the opponent, who can be easily 
pulled forward, off balance. Training 
with this technique must be done very 
carefully, as it can cause serious pain 
and injury to the wrist. Note how in the 
upper figure, the unarmed defender's 
head and shoulders are no longer above 
the hips, illustrating a broken structure 
which will require spending energy to 
remain upright and lead to poor power 
generation until the posture is corrected.

The Counter to the Third Remedy Master of Dagger can also be used against a basic dagger 
attack, as shown below. In a number of German sources,
this technique is called "the
shears." From Talhoffer.156 
In this instance, the counter
is for the attacker to reach up
with their free hand to grip
their own dagger and
perform the same technique
against the weapon arm of
the defender.

156 Talhoffer, Cod. Icon. 394a, f. 88v 
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 ❖ Form of the Knife Additional Play of the Third 
Master – Neck Hook

From Gladiatoria: 
"The twenty-sixth technique of the 
dagger: if you both have your right 
feet forward and thrust from above 
from the left side at each other’s faces,
and have come to each other with 
mutual parrying, then hang your 
dagger with the point down and fall 
with your right hand inside on his 
hand behind the dagger, and thrust to 
the right side of his neck behind his 
nape, and grasp with your left hand on

the point of your dagger, so that you lock his neck, and stride forward with your left foot and 
jerk him down, as you see illustrated above." 157

This play does not appear with the dagger in the 
Flower of Battle, but it is advised in the section on 
the small stick, or bastoncello. Fiore is clear that 
the technique is not a choke, as seen in modern 
jacket wrestling, but is rather a throw.

Note that like many other techniques which 
commit the body a great deal, this technique is not 
safe without armour- the opponent armed with a 
dagger may rapidly strike repeatedly while this 
technique is being setup, and neither arm is 
available to defend. Also, the Neck Hook 
technique places a great deal of strain on the neck, 
and is very dangerous. This technique cannot be 

performed with speed or force safely. Even performed carefully, this can cause serious, 
permanent damage. Do not practice this against anyone.

157 Gladiatoria. Biblioteka Jagiellońska MS Germ.Quart.16 f. 44r. Translation by Jeffrey L. Forgeng.
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Fourth Remedy Master of Dagger:
Doubled and Uncrossed

This defense uses both hands, 
uncrossed to grab and arrest an 
incoming attack from any high 
attacking angle. Note that in the Getty 
illustration the right hand is on top, 
however several of the plays are "hand 
agnostic", and the Second Play 
specifically shows what to do if the left 
hand leads. When making a two handed
grab, the Scholar must overlap the 
hands such that the fingers of each hand

"stack" or hold the same vertical 
position as the thumb of the other 
hand. This is to protect the thumbs.

 The fourth master is very strong, 
and the opponent's attacking arm 
will be easy to manipulate for a 
moment. The defender must act 
before the attacker can bring the 
other hand into play.

Above, impedio (hinder, impede) from a
mid 1600s study in hand gestures, a
precursor to modern sign language.158 

158 John Bulwer, Chirologia or The Naturall Language of the Hand. Gallaudet University Library, p. 191. c. 1644.
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 ❖ Form of the Knife First Play of The Fourth Master:
Pull Down

The first play of the Fourth Remedy is incredibly 
simple: From the Two-Handed Grip, simply tear the
opponent's arm down to your right side while 
making a volta stabile. This nearly bends him in 
half, and wins you the outside line, from which you
can break the arm, or enter into a collar throw 
should he

attempt to stand up. A variation is a "sacrifice throw"
illustrated above: the Scholar places the Player's arm in his
armpit and leans back to hyperextend the opponent's elbow
or drive him into the earth, "sacrificing" his  upright stance
in order to achieve the throw.

The counter to the First Play is taken from the Inside
Diving Throw variant of the Third Play of Abrazare. The
Scholar keeps his elbow bent and reaches across towards
the Player's far shoulder, grabbing around the knee with
the free hand and lifting towards the outside of the
Scholar's own hip to throw the opponent sideways or
forward on their face very similar in effect to the 17th

Play of the First Master, as seen at right. Image derived
from Gladiatoria by the author.

 ❖ Form of the Knife Second Play of The Fourth Master:
Ligadura Soprana

Here the Scholar has maintained a grip on 
the attacker's forearm with the left hand, 
while slipping the right arm under the 
attacker's elbow and arm, reaching back to 
grasp near the wrist again, stepping forward.
The attacker's arm will be wrenched or 
dislocated or they will be thrown to the 
ground.
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 ❖ Form of the Knife Third Play of The Fourth Master:
Ligadura Soprana to the Inside

Similar to the previous play, the Scholar has
maintained a grip with the right hand,
passing the left hand behind the attacker's
forearm and gripping his own right forearm
to setup an arm torque or throw.

This is a weaker grip than the previous play:
to make the throw effective, the Scholar
strikes with his right elbow to the player's
right shoulder, creating a spiraling action to 
break his structure.

 ❖ Form of the Knife Fourth Play: Elbow Push & Leg Pick
The Fourth Master is formed with the left hand lower
on the attacker's forearm, and that detail is very
important for setting up this technique. The elbow of
the attacker must be lifted and driven back as soon as
possible once the attack is stopped, and this is
facilitated by the left hand contacting the attacker
initially very close to the elbow. As the arm is driven
back, the attacker's body will begin to lean, at which
point the weight will be shifted off of the front leg
and the knee may rise slightly in preparation to
attempt stumbling backwards. Once the weight is
shifted off of the leg, the inside of the knee can be hooked
with a cupped right hand, lifting the leg as the arm is
driven back to
throw the
opponent.
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At right, Dürer shows a variant of this applied to longsword.
Note the hooking action with the pommel.159

Left, attempted
defense against this
play with a push to
the chin. From Mair.

Other lifting actions while using the sword. Below left, German 1200.161 At right, "Zimri slays
King Elah" from an early 13th c. French Bible.162 

159 Albrecht Durer. MS Libr. pict. A 83 16v. German c. 1512
160 Paulus Hector Mair, Opus Amplissimum de Arte Athletica. Cod. Icon. 393 Vol II, f. 21v. 
161 Speculum Virginium. Museum August Kestner MS. 3984. Trier c. 1200.
162 Zimri slays King Elah, Lausanne Bibliotheque MS U 964, f. 91v. French c. 1225. Biblcal passage: Kings 16:10.
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A similar version from horseback 
by Mair.163 Note that here the 
opponent's leg is not a good option
for leveraging the opponent- the 
defender's right arm is instead 
pushing up the chin or draped 
across the far side shoulder, as in 
the Seventh Play of The First 
Master. 

Mair gives an action to cause the 
thrower to fall with the victim by 
hooking a hand around his neck;
"If he has thus seized you below and 
above and brought you into disorder, so 
fall nimbly with your left hand high on 
his left shoulder around his neck and 
pull therewith strongly to yourself so he 
must fall to the ground with you."164

The counter Mair gives is an action 
similar to the 1st play of the 5th Remedy 
Master of Dagger;
"If he has thus seized you by the neck 
and wants to pull you with him in 
falling, so release your left hand from 
his right [arm] and strike with your left 

[arm] inwardly in the middle of his arm on your left side so he must let go the arm which he 
has he has thrown around your neck and you escape the fall."165 

163 Paulus Hector Mair, Opus Amplissimum de Arte Athletica. Codex Icononografico. 393 Vol II, f. 203v. 
164 Ibid, Vol. II f. 25v.
165 Ibid.
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 ❖ Form of the Knife Variant of Fourth Play 
Glaidiatoria describes a similar technique,
beginning from a rising capture of the dagger
which is a tactical decision based on not
being able to draw one's own dagger in time.
The rising cover described is a more true
mirror of the First Remedy than the Third
Remedy as Magistro Fiore forms it, and is
more vulnerable to the Elbow Push counter.  

From Gladiatoria:
"If he thrusts from above to the face of your
visor, and you have failed to draw your
dagger, then go up with your right reversed
hand, and grasp his hand behind the dagger, and strike it behind his helmet, and with your left
hand grasp behind on his nape, thus casting him before you on his face, as you see illustrated 
above."166

Dürer shows a play which is sort of a hybrid between the elbow 
boost of the Fourth Play of the Fourth Master and the grip on the
attacking arm of the Fifth Play of the First Master.167 

166 MS Germ.Quart.16, f. 44v.
167 Albrecht Dürer. "Berlin Sketchbook" Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin Libr. Pict. A83, f. 50r. c. 1512.
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 ❖ Form of the Knife Fifth Play of The Fourth Master:
The Horizontal Disarm

From the Fourth Master, the Scholar places the
back of his right hand against the dagger and
pushes against the flat of the blade in a horizontal
motion, rotating the dagger to point at the
attacker's face. This motion is complimented by a
slight pull with the left hand, and will pull the
dagger out of the attacker's hand. The dagger can
be grasped securely by cupping the fingers against
the palm, and enough of the dagger's
point will protrude to allow for
threatening the opponent.

 ❖ Form of the Knife Sixth Play of The Fourth
   Master: The Vertical Disarm
In this play, the Scholar grasps the 
dagger by the blade, taking great care to 
do so safely by applying pressure on the 
flats using fingers cupped to the palm. 
The dagger is now rotated down to point
at the opponent's elbow, and then 
continuing the motion in a sort of 
inverted rainbow shape, the dagger will 
be taken and can be used to threaten the 
opponent's face.
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 ❖ Form of the Knife Seventh Play of The Fourth Master
"With my right hand I made this motion to make your dagger stick into your thigh."
Maintaining a grip
with the left hand,
the right hand
grasps the pommel
of the dagger and
drives down into
the attacker's thigh.
If this misses the
leg to the outside, it
can lead into a pull
down(IV:1) or a
straight armbar. If it
misses to the inside, this can lead into the Treatment from the 9th Remedy Master. Note that 
this is not a good technique if the thighs are protected with cuisses, though there is still 
potential to target the inner thigh or the groin.

 ❖ Form of the Knife General Counter to the Fourth Master
The attacker grasps his dagger blade near the point and pulls down sharply with both hands. 
This will break the defender's grip and possibly harm his hands in the process. The Scholar 
drives into the opponent with the reinforced dagger immediately. 

Defending against this counter requires a supple grip that can be quickly released and 
repositioned, similar in concept to the general counter for the Fifth Remedy Master.
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Fifth Remedy Master of Dagger:
 Against a Grab
A position familiar to any student of modern
self-defense, this Remedy details what to do
should the attacker grasps his opponent's
jacket at the chest or collar. The lesson of the
Fifth Remedy Master is that, by making this
grip, the attacker has given the Scholar a
bridge; a situation so useful, Fiore says, that
the Scholar should want this situation to
happen. The opponent has committed
themselves to an action, and there is a tactile
sense of where one of the opponent's hands
are, and by extrapolation roughly where their body is, before the Scholar uses either hand. 
Note, however, that the Fifth Remedy also assumes that the dagger has not yet  been drawn. 

The grip is instinctual, and is both repeatedly depicted in 
historical artwork, as seen at left from Botticelli's The 
Story of Lucretia circa 1500,168 and seen in real life in 
numerous CCTV depictions of knife attacks. The grip 
gives the attacker a definite physical sense of where their 
target is, and they can use the grip to pull, shove, and 
otherwise manipulate the position and stability of the one 
grabbed. The attacker may then proceed to strike the target
with a weapon or
with the fist in
the manner of the
First Remedy
Master as seen
below right in

"Battle between Odysseus and Irus."169 The mere
threat of this grab and the violence from this
position is the basis for  a very large part of the
larceny, muggings and public assassinations over
the past two thousand years. The purpose of the
Fifth Remedy Master is to make advantage of a
disadvantageous situation before being struck, or
grappled into submission.

168 Sandro Botticelli, The Story of Lucretia. Isabel Stewart Gardner Museum, item P16e20. c. 1500.
169 Theodoor van Thulden, Battle between Odysseus and Irus. Rijksmuseum, c. 1632.
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At left, another grip on clothing.170

The Fifth Remedy Master of Dagger represents 
all kinds of grips to clothing and the body, 
including grabbing the hair, as seen below in this 
early 1400s French maginalia depicting an  
argument over gambling.171

Similarly here bottom left, a man grabs someone by the 
hair in a late 1400s crucifixion scene.172

170 Livre du corps de policie, lequel parle de vertu et meurs. BNF  Français 12439, f. 191r.  French c. 1450.
171 Bibliothèque de l'Ecole des Beaux-Arts, Ms. 0482, f.83v. French, 1420.
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Additional examples of grabs to the body. 173 174

Below left, another example of a grip and dagger attack,175 and at right, an attacker with a 
sword gripping an opponent in the manner of the Fifth Remedy Master. The swordsman has 
a raised right hand as used in the position of the First Remedy Master of Dagger, effectively
placing the sword into Posta Finestra. Italy, 1400.176 

172 Horae ad usum Parisiensem BNF Latin 1173, f. 97v. French, 1475-1500.
173 Jean Froissart, Chroniques, BL Royal MS 18 E II, f. 189r. French c. 1483.
174 Croniques compillées par Jehan Froissart. Bibliothèque de l'Arsenal, Ms-5188, f. 165r. French c. 1450.
175 Lucas Cranach the Younger, Crucifixion scene. Unknown collection, c. 1540.
176 "Paduan Bible Picture Book" British Library Additional MS 15277, f. 76v. Italy, c. 1400
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 ❖ Form of the Knife First Play: Elbow Break
The Scholar's cross hand is used to
pin/immobilize the opponent's gripping
hand. This can be done by placing the
left palm on top of the opponent's palm
and pressing into the Scholar's chest,
creating a roughly 90 degree bend in the
opponent's wrist. At the same time, the
Scholar slips to his right and rotates
strongly to face his left to extend or bend
the opponent's arm. The palm or fist of
the other hand strikes into the elbow to
either break (rompere) or dislocate

(dislogadure) the joint. If strike misses high or 
Agent bends elbow with point downwards, go to 
the 5th Play. If strike misses low or the agent 
bends the elbow to point upwards, boost the elbow
up and over as seen below into a bent armbar ot 
ligadura sottana.

At left, the same play from Meyer.177 Here the 
strike is being done using the defender's forearm.

At right, transition to the 
Ligadura Sottana. The
Scholar uses distance and a
lifting action to bend the
elbow into a position similar
to that shown in the far right
illustration.178

177 Joachim Meÿer, Gründtliche Beschreibung der Kunst des Fechtens, Dagger Plate A, 1570 
178 Simon de Hesdin, translation of Valerius Maximus' Facta et dicta memorabilia. BNF Français 282, f. 242r. c. 1400-1425
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 ❖ Form of the Knife Second Play: Lateral Break
"Breaking the Spear from the side". The 
right hand grips the left forearm, and 
together they strike into the opponent's 
grasping arm. Compare to the technique of
breaking an actual spear which has lodged 
in the Scholar's armour, seen below.

The motion is not simplylateral, but actually
moves from the Scholar's right across and
towards the Player's right, working against the
wrist and elbow, and allowing follow-on  riverso
strikes or throws.

 ❖ Form of the Knife Third Play: Vertical Break
"Breaking the Spear from above". From the
position illustrated with arms crossed high, the
Scholar strikes down with both arms into the
attacker's grasping arm. This is illustrated later
as a way in which to dislodge a spear which
has gained traction on a breastplate or other
armour. If it is not dislodged, the spear will
drive the defender into the ground, from where
his mobility and combative effectiveness are
highly reduced and the odds are strongly
against his survival until he can regain his
standing posture.

Again, this is not simply a vertical action, but rather moves from the Scholar's right 
diagonally down to his left. The motion is the same as grabbing an opponent's head to knee 
them with the left knee. This sets up follow-on actions such as the clothesline throw shown 
in the Third Remedy, only from the opposite side.
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Additional images of the Third Play of The Fifth
Master.

 ❖ Form of the Knife Fourth Play of The Fifth Master: Knee Pick
A very subtle play its effectiveness is all in
securing the grasping wrist. A small turn of
the wrist to the Player's left locks the Player's
arm straight. Simply stepping in with an
acrescimento causes the Player's humerus to
drive his body back, causing his balance to
shift suddenly backwards and the forward foot
to lift, as done in the 3rd Play of Abrazare.
This means the Scholar need never bend or
reach for the knee -- it comes to him! The

knee, once obtained, is taken in an arc across 
towards the other leg and a little 
upwards, as if throwing the knee over the far 
shoulder. This will cause the attacker to spin 
around his own center of mass at an oblique 
angle, and be very difficult to prevent.
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At upper right, Cyznner gives us a variation with a face
push instead of a grip on the grabbing arm. This is not
easily achieved if a grip is being made, where the attacker
can keep the Scholar at arm's length, protecting his face.
Note how in the Cyznner illustration, there is no grip
being made by gray, and the distance between the
combatants is smaller.179

 ❖ Form of the Knife Fifth Play: Elbow Drop into Collar 
Throw 

After pressing into the gripping the arm with 
his left hand, the Scholar bends his right 
elbow and drives it down over the gripping 
arm. This will force the attacker's arm to 
bend, closing distance between the bodies. 
From here, the Scholar extends his right hand
to make a diving throw on the attacker.

The finish position. 

179 Hans Czynner, MS 963, Universitätsbibliothek Karl-Franzens, f. 6v. German, 1538.
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 ❖ Form of the Knife Sixth Play: Elbow Break Revisited
Note that this is a variant on the Sixteenth Play of The
First Master. The opponent's left arm is grasped with
both hands and the Scholar makes a tutta volta step
back with the left foot, pulling the opponent's left arm
over his left arm. This is intended as a dislocation of the
elbow or shoulder, but it can also be used to throw.
Magistro Fiore comments that this presa is safer when
wearing armour than unarmoured.

The footwork for this break can occur several  
ways, but is best done with a traverse of the right 
foot to the right, followed by the tutta volta, as it 
makes it difficult for the Player to strike. Should  
the Player attempt to fight against it, a ferire 
(strike) to the ribs using the fist, palm or elbow can
create a distraction,  allowing the break to 
continue.

 ❖ Form of the Knife Seventh Play: Perpendicular Throw
This is best understood as the Scholar attemptst
he fifth play, but the Player draws his dagger 
and strikes. As the  attack is made, the Scholar 
checks and grips the attacker's arm at the wrist, 
similar to the first play of the Third Remedy. 
The Scholar's right arm must be well extended 
to keep him safe. At the same time, the 
Scholar's left hand crosses to the left, encircling
the attacker's left knee. The knee is lifted up 
and to the Scholar's left as the Scholar's right 
arm pushes across to his right, inverting the 
attacker. Whereas the fifth play projected the 

Player back, this throws him perpendicularly to the Scholar's right. The attacker's weight 
should not be  allowed to settle on the leg which remains on the ground. Note that the 
attacker's left hand is entirely disregarded; the initial closing of distance by the Scholar 
forcibly bends the attacker's elbow and renders the grip useless.
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Dürer shows this play with a step behind the leg instead of 
grabbing the knee.180

At upper right, another version from Dürer,
grabbing the far leg instead of the closer one.181

 ❖ Form of the Knife Eighth Play of The Fifth Master: Piu Forteza
From this point forward, Fiore begins addressing what  to 
do should the Player have drawn the dagger. The   lesson 
is simple: Abandon the Fifth Master plays and   deal with 
the knife. The first is against an overhand attack, and is 
dealt with just like the First Remedy, however the collar 
grab makes the measure closer. To  deal with this, Fiore 
employs a variant on the Fourteenth Play of The First 
Master, "piu forteza". Grasping his left wrist with his right
hand, he Scholar ducks his head slightly, and closes 
distance to collapse the opponent's left arm and make 
contact with the opponent's right wrist, allowing a setup 
for the First Remedy Master of Dagger and any of its 

plays. One easy action from here would be to perform the First Play, the Triangle Disarm or 
the Third, the Ligadura Mezzana.

180 Dürer. Libr.Pict.A.83 f. 41r
181 Ibid, f. 48r.
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 ❖ Form of the Knife Ninth Play: Ligadura Sottana
Grasp the wrist with the left hand and under 
the elbow with the right. Forcibly bend the 
elbow and rotate the arm so that the elbow 
points upwards. Continue the rotating motion 
to turn the
opponent to
face away
from you, and
put him in the
ligadura
sottana.

 ❖ Form of the Knife Tenth Play of The Fifth Master: Doubled & Crossed Defense
Wait with crossed arms, defend against the dagger 
using the Second Remedy Master of Dagger then 
seek the ligadura sottana. Alternately, strike the 
opponent's arm upwards and inwards similarly to 
the Second Play of The Fifth Master.

Should the
Player instead
attack with a
stoccata thrust
on the lowline
as seen lower
right,182 the
Scholar would
use the same

crossed-arms position to enter into a ligadura sottana, as
taught in the Eighth Master of Dagger, whose lessons we
have not yet been shown.

182 Le Mirouer historial  de Vincent de Beauvais. BNF Français 50, f. 157r . c. mid-late 1400s.
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 ❖ Form of the Knife Eleventh Play of The Fifth Master
Defend against the rising dagger thrust with both 
hands, essentially resulting in the Ninth Remedy 
Master of Dagger position. As shown here, the  
Scholar checks  both the forearm and the biceps  
while stepping to the inside with his right foot,  
allowing him to use any number of plays such as the 
ligadura sottana in play IX:4, or the elbow break in 
IX:6.

 ❖ Form of the Knife Twelvth Play of The Fifth Master: 
Tor la Daga

This is another adaptation of a Ninth Remedy 
play to a Fifth Master setup, in this case, play 
IX:2. From the position in the Eleventh Play 
above, maintain the grip with the left hand at 

the opponent's wrist, and use the right hand to grasp
the dagger blade, applying downward and outward
pressure roughly across the opponent's index to take
away the dagger, as illustrated.
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Counter to the Remedy
"So that this scholaro is not able to dislocate my 
arm, I have made/held my arm short and 
relaxed so that it can be released. And if I held 
it looser so that I can release [the grip],  then I 
would be making the Counter of the Fifth King 
and Master of the giocco stretto of Dagger. " 

Magistro Fiore tells us that a supple grip which 
can be changed or abandoned easily is 
advantageous, and that this relaxed grip it the 
counter of the Fifth Remedy Master of 

Dagger. Observe the action of the defender at right, striking into the grabbing arm. Structure 
is important here: the Counter to the Remedy is not merely a bend in the elbow, it is creating 
a strong angle with the upper arm to defend against a powerful forehand blow. This is the 
position of the extended arm in the First Remedy Cover, just done at the length of your 
elbow, not your wrist!

This reminds us of an overarching theme in Armizare of mindfulness of commitment, and 
the perils of overcomitting (of footwork, of the body, even of the grip of our weapon!) 
sacrificing grace and offering no advantage. It is the Fifth Remedy that connects strongest to 
Abrazare/wrestling, and is in some ways the most challenging of the Remedies to master, 
due to the restrictions on manipulating distance and position from the grip the attacker has 
made. 
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Sixth Remedy Master of Dagger: 
Mezza Porta di Ferro Dopio

The Scholar braces the dagger with both
hands uncrossed and defends against a
descending thrust. This is the first time we
see both parties with a dagger. The  basic
cover is one that was first shown with the
bastoncello. Bracing the weapon in both
hands, the Scholar strikes up and forward
into the attack, receiving it between his
hands. This can be done with either foot
forward. The Sixth Remedy is very
effective and even stronger for using the
dagger when fighting in armour.

Note that the art above right is
misleading: The Scholar's dagger is not
perpendicular to the  attack.  If he does
this, the attacking blade may reach him
anyway, particularly if he is  smaller.
Instead, look at the guard: Mezzana- the
point is in the centerline. So as the cover
is made, the  left hand/point hand leads
the right, as can be seen in Gladiatoria.
This oblique parry faciliates the cover and
response shown in the second play that
follows.

From Gladitoria;
"The seventh technique of the dagger, one of the five parryings: if he thrusts at your face 
from above, then catch the thrust on your dagger between your hands; when you have 
parried his thrust, then grasp briskly with your left hand from below on his right elbow, and 
stride with your right foot outside behind his left foot, and lift his arm well upwards; thus 
you throw him backwards as you see illustrated above."183

Although there appears to be no illustration of the follow on technique mentioned, this is a 
variant of the 3rd Play of the 4th Remedy Master of Dagger.

183 Gladiatoria. Biblioteka Jagiellońska MS Germ.Quart. 16. f. 36v. c. 1435.
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 Second❖ Form of the Knife  Play of The Sixth Master:
   Triangle Lock and stab
It is interesting that the next Scholar of the
Sixth Master actually abandons his cover!
Instead, from the position of the Sixth
Remedy Master, the Scholar makes the grip
of the First Remedy Master then strike the
opponent with a stoccata of his own. In
sense, rather than a play in its own right, the
lesson here is that all of the First Master can
also be done while armed, so the Porta di
Ferro Mezzana position gives us two options
in one guard.

 ❖ Form of the Knife Third Play of The Sixth Master: 
    Parry and Stab

The third play returns to the lesson of the Remedy, 
and really completes the lesson of that first play/ 
Remedy. Parrying between the hands, the Scholar 
rolls to the outside of the opponent's forearm, then 
thrusts to the face, armpit or chest.  Below
right, from Gladiatoria.184

184 Gladiatoria,  Yale Center for British Art Connecticut MS U860.F46 f. 34v
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 ❖ Form of the Knife Fourth Play of The Sixth Master: 
   Elbow Bind and Low Thrust

This position essentially comes from a 
continuation of the motion used for the Second 
Play of The Sixth Master. Note how the Player's 
right elbow points at the ground. Once the Player's
arm has been turned sufficiently, the Scholar's left 
arm can roll on top of the Player's arm and gentle 
pressure applied by the Scholar to bring his own 

left elbow to his ribs, restraining the Player. 
From here, the Scholar can:

1. Drive in a reinforced thrust 
2. Restrain the Player by gripping his arm using 
the left hand
3. Throw the Player with a volta stabile to the 
right.

 ❖ Form of the Knife Fifth Play of The Sixth Master:
Grab and Stab

From the position of the Sixth Remedy Master,
the Scholar can use his left hand to make the grip
of the Fourth Remedy Master then strike the
opponent. If the opponent struggles or tries to
turn his right arm inwards to thrust through the
centerline as in the Counter to the First Play of
the First Remedy Master, or the Fifth Play of the
First Remedy Master, the Scholar can move with
the Zugador, keeping the grip on his arm, and
turn to face the same direction as the Zugador,
ending in a position similar to the Sixth Play of
the Third remedy Master.
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 Sixth❖ Form of the Knife  Play of The Sixth Master
From the position of the Sixth Remedy 
Master, the Scholar applies a pressure 
to the outside pivoting around the 
Zugador's wrist to turn the dagger and 
break their grip, disarming them. The 
Scholar can then strike immediately 
with the dagger or use the left hand 
against the opponent's right elbow to 
enter the Ligadura Sottana. Magistro 
Fiore comments that this turning action 
can also be done with the Scholar's left 
arm. 

 ❖ Form of the Knife Seventh Play of The Sixth Master
General Counter

This is the Counter of the Sixth Remedy Master;
the Scholar reaches forward with his left hand to
the inside of the Player's right elbow and pulls
down and in towards his own chest, putting the
opponent in a Ligadura Mezzana.
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A variation from Codex Wallerstein,185 where 
the left hand pushes or pulls on the left arm. 
While this may be effective, it has a lower 
success rate since the opponent's left hand can 
release the dagger, which can then act or parry 
unhindered. It seems that Magistro Fiore very 
often prefers to target the weapon arm when 
possible.

In a similar action from Mair, the
illustration shows the attacking dagger on
the other side of the parry dagger. This may
be an artist's error.
"Wind with thrusts into him so that your
right leg comes forward. Immediately wind
your thrust behind your head to his breast.
If he should stab thus at you, step in with
your right leg and set it aside between both
your hands on your dagger.
If he has thus set your stab aside, then grip
with your left hand toward the inside on his
left arm, push strongly with that under him
on your right side. Immediately set your
right leg back and tug your dagger nimbly toward yourself. Immediately stab him in his 
face."186 

 Eigh❖ Form of the Knife th Play of The Sixth Master
This play is a Counterthrust against the
extended attacking hand. The Scholar must
be careful to protect himself with space and
moving the body at angles away from
danger.

Gladitoria uses this in halfswording: 

185 Codex Wallerstein, Universitätsbibliothek Augsburg Cod.I.6.4º.2 f. 87v. German, c. 1420s
186 Mair, Cod.icon. 393 II. f. 13v.
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"If he wants to stab from below 
towards your visor and means to 
seek you here vigorously, then 
look and take your sword close. 
And just when he means to thrust 
at your visor, see that you hit him 
inside on his palm with your 
thrust; thus you deprive him of 
his hand so that he cannot use it 
any more."187

Training Sequence - Fourth, Fifth, Sixth Remedy Masters
The attacker begins with a fendente dagger attack to the face or chest which is defended 
with a cover using both hands (Fourth Master). To counter this defence, the attacker grasps 
the opponent by the collar with his left hand, chest or upper arm and shoves as he draws his 
right arm down, on either side of the opponent's arms or directly between them. This breaks 
the first defence and results in the Fifth Master position. From here, the defender will use 
his left hand to attempt pinning the attacker's left hand against the defender's chest, which 
the attacker will evade by releasing the grip and withdrawing the hand. The defender draws 
his own dagger point up, gripping the blade with his left hand, and defends against a 
fendente dagger attack to the face or chest, leading to the Sixth Master position.

187 Glaidiatoria. MS Germ. Quart 16, f. 9v.
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Seventh Remedy Master of Dagger:
Mezza Porta di Ferro Dopio 
Incrossada
The grasping the blade while using the
reversed grip on the dagger results in the
Seventh Remedy Master of Dagger. Like
the Second Remedy Master, this position
does not make a long cover. Magistro
Fiore advises us that it is much better to
use this when wearing armour, possibly
because it will keep the arms safe.
However, the considerable structural integrity of this
position is also heavily reinforced by vambraces, which
brace against each other such that the Scholar could
weather a longsword blow.  At center right, the Pisani-
Dossi manuscript provides a variant against a low thrust.

 ❖ Form of the Knife First Play of The Seventh Master: Ligadura Mezzana
From the position of the Seventh 
Remedy Master, the left hand can 
release and make the grip of the First 
Remedy Master, much in the manner of 
the First Play of the Sixth Master. From 
here, the dagger can be hooked over the 
opponent's elbow to form the ligadura 
mezzana, or hooked behind the neck for 
a throw forward onto their face, as seen 
at right. Technique and image derived 
from Gladitoria by the author. 
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From the Seventh Remedy Master position, the grip on
the dagger can be released to form essentially the
Second Remedy Master of Dagger. This can be used to
trap the wrist, as seen at right, or the neck, as seen
below.188 189 The Scholar can also make use of the plays
of the Sixth Remedy Master, particularly the 1st, 3rd and
4th Plays.

 ❖ Form of the Knife Second Play of The Seventh 
Master: General Counter

Here the elbow push is used to turn the 
opponent, leaving him open to strike.

188 Talhoffer, Codex Icononografico 394a f. 95r, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Munich, Germany, 1467.
189 Gladiatoria, MS Germ.Quart.16 f. 39v
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The Eighth Remedy Master of Dagger:
Dopio vs. a Punta Sottomano
The Eighth Remedy is something of a 
catchall, if you are playing doubled or 
doubled and crossed against the low-line, use 
this Master! The only exception is a two-
handed grab, which is covered in the Ninth 
Remedy.

 ❖ Form of the Knife First Play of the Eighth Master:
   Armed with the Dagger

From this position with both hands 
uncrossed holding the dagger against a 
low attack, a strong defence can be made.
Fiore gives us one solution on the entry: 
A ligadura sottana, but other options are 
possible, as seen in Gladiatoria. 

From Gladitoria;
"The eighth technique of the dagger: if he
thrusts forcefully from below to your 

body, then fall on his blade with your dagger between your hands, thus parrying his thrust; 
and grasp with your left hand on his wrist behind the dagger, and pass with your right foot 
outside in front of his right foot, and grasp with your right hand on the left side of his neck; 
thus you can well throw him down as you see illustrated above."190

The followup technique described is the Seventh Play of the First Remedy Master of Dagger. 
This play demonstrates using some of the lessons taught earlier in the 6th Remedy such as 
blocking and then making a grip, but applied to a low thrust. 

190 Text from MS Germ.Quart.16, 37r. Illustration from Yale Center for British Art MS U860.F46 1450
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 ❖ Form of the Knife Additional Play of The Eighth Master
From the position of the 8th Remedy master, grasp his wrist with your left hand, then bring 
your dagger under his arm at wrist or elbow and circle up and to the right, allowing the 
opponent's arm to rotate. This results in a wristlock and possible disarm, or a bent armbar. 
Adapted from Andres Lignitzer.191

 ❖ Form of the Knife Second Play of The Eighth  
Master: Unarmed Entry

A crossed arms defence against a rising 
thrust, essentially Posta Porta di Ferro Dopia
Incrossada also used in the Tenth play of the
Fifth Remedy Master of Dagger. Again, the 
ligadura is the proscribed solution, but 
Gladiatoria introduces other possibilities.

From Gladitoria: 
"The eleventh technique of the dagger: if he
thrusts from below on the right side to your
chest, and his left foot is forward with
strength, and you have lost your dagger, then
fall again with your hands crosswise from
above on his dagger and grasp with your left
hand above on his hand behind the dagger,
and grasp with your right hand on his blade,
and press downwards, thus taking away his
dagger, as you see illustrated above."192

This recommends performing a disarm very similar to 
the of the Twevlth Play of the Fifth Remedy Master, 
shown here at lower left.

191 Andres Lignitzer, Biblioteca dell’Accademia Nazionale dei Lincei e Corsiniana, Rome, Cod.44.A.8, f. 85v. c. 1452.
192 Gladitoria. Yale Center for British Art MS U860.F46 f. 35v. c. 1450.
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 ❖ Form of the Knife Third Play: General Counter
The counter to the Eighth Remedy Master
is to perform a push against the weapon
arm. The Pissani-Dossi manuscript version
shows an elbow push and a step onto the
opponent's knee as seen below. 

The Ninth Remedy Master of Dagger
The final Remedy Master is the equivalent to the Fourth Remedy, only applied to a punta 
sottomano: A two-handed grab against a thrust. The opponent thrusts with a point up grip, 
against which the Scholar comes down with two hands to grasp the attacking arm. From this 
position, the attacker is briefly restrained. Along with the First and Third Remedies, it 
represents the three most "natural" responses to the three most "natural" attacks. 

As we have seen in other Remedies, the first play/Remedy does not, in and of itself, teach 
more than the entry and grab, saving conclusions for the second and succeeding plays.
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 ❖ Form of the Knife Second Play of The Ninth Master:
Tor la Daga

From the grip of the Ninth Master, the Scholar
uses his right hand to grasp the opponent's
dagger and will take it by rotating it up to
point at the opponent. The conclusion is
shown by the following play.

Not surprisingly, this play is also
found in Gladiatoria:
"Note the fifth technique: If he thrusts
upwards from his right side towards
your body then grab his arm behind
his dagger with your left hand and
with your right hand turn down his
blade. So you take his dagger away as
seen in the picture above."193

9

193 MS Germ. Quart. 16, f. 35v
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 ❖ Form of the Knife Third Play of The Ninth Master:
    A Conclusion to the Second Play

Having disarmed the Player in the previous play, keep
the grip on his wrist with your left hand and pull slightly
as you pass in with the right foot to thrust riverso. If the
Player attempts to pass back to get away, aggressively
make a mezza volta forward with the right foot, stepping
behind his right leg and setting up a possible throw as
illustrated. The grip on the wrist and the leg behind him
effectively trap him and any large movement to escape
will leave the Player more vulnerable.

 ❖ Form of the Knife Fourth Play of The Ninth Master:
Ligadura Sottana from the Inside
Grasp the attacking arm by the elbow 
using the right hand to go inside the arm. 
A pull with the right hand will turn the 
arm, or bend the elbow, which allows the 
Scholar to put his opponent in the 
Ligadura Sottana using either hand.

At right, the combatant on the right
performs the initial movement
described, bending and lifting the
opponent's elbow to setup the
Ligadura. From Mair.194

194 Mair, Cod. Icon. 393, f . 251v. c. 1540s.
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 ❖ Form of the Knife Fifth Play of The Ninth Master:
Ligadura Sottana from the Outside

Grasp the attacking arm by the elbow using
the right hand to go over and outside the arm.
A pull with the right hand will turn the arm,
or bend the elbow, such as in the Fourth and
Fifth Plays of the Third Remedy Master of
Dagger. This can also lead to the Ligadura
Sottana, as in the Sevent Play of the Third
Remedy Master.

 Six❖ Form of the Knife th Play of The Ninth Master:
Elbow Break
A quick turn to injure the elbow or shoulder. The 
Scholar pulls the Player's arm across to his right, 
and steps across the line with his left foot to the 
right, striking the Player's elbow and causing a 
hyperextension and dislocation or break.

From here, the Scholar can continue into an 
armbreak like that of the 16th Play of the First 
Remedy, a hip throw, or make a clock-wise tutta 
volta, throwing the Player with the same throw 
affected by a ligadura soprana.
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The Pissani Dossi version at right is a shoulder break setup
more like the Sixteenth Play of the First Remedy Master of
Dagger.

Gladitoria describes a version similar to the 
Pissani Dossi technique: 
"The third technique of the dagger: if he 
thrusts right at your body from below, and you
cannot get to your dagger, then grasp from 
above with your right hand on his wrist 
behind his dagger, and with your left hand 
from below on his elbow, and lift his arm up 

on your left shoulder; thus you break his arm, or carry him wherever you want to, as you see 
illustrated above."195

 ❖ Form of the Knife Sixth Play of The Ninth Master:
    Pass through the Legs
This technique is sometimes called "The 
Treatment." The attacking arm is redirected 
between the attacker's legs. As this is done, 
the Scholar steps around to pass the arm to a 
free hand behind the attacker, ending in the 
position illustrated.

195 Gladiatoria. MS Germ.Quart.16 f. 34v. Translation by Jeffrey L. Forgeng
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Additional versions of this technique, from Gladitoria196 and Talhoffer.197 Note that Gladitoria 
uses this as a counter to the throw used in the Third Play of Abrazare or the Play of the Third 
Remedy Master of Dagger in the Getty.

From an elbow push and throw setup, a similar finish
position from Mair; 198

"stepping well in to him in the bind with your right foot
forward, grab with your left hand at his right elbow and
step with your left leg in behind him. Turn him away
from you and [grasp] with the right hand over his
shoulder on his breast [to throw him].

If he has thus seized you for a throw, so stab between
both your legs through at his genitals.
If he thus stabs you at your genitals, nimbly snatch his
right hand with your left and throw him on his face."

 ❖ Form of the Knife Eighth Play of The Ninth Master:
Ankle Pick 

If the opponent provides trouble during the 
previous play, pick up one ankle. This has a 
chance of causing the opponent to fall on his 
head.

196 Gladiatoria. MS Germ.Quart.16, f. 48r. 
197 Talhoffer, Codex Icononografico 394a f. 107v.
198 Mair, Cod.icon. 393 Vol. II, f. 24r. Translation by author
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 ❖ Form of the Knife Ninth Play of The Ninth Master:
"Good Dagger, Bad Dagger", Part One 
After stopping and holding the opponent's arm
using the Ninth Remedy Master, take out your
dagger to attack him.

 ❖ Form of the Knife Ninth Play of The Ninth Master: 
"Good Dagger, Bad Dagger", Part 
Two 
If your dagger attack was unsuccessful 
(defended, disarmed, or your dagger is of 
poor quality, etc) you can take your 
opponent's dagger to attack him with instead. 

 ❖ Form of the Knife General Counter to The Ninth Master
There is a single counter to the Ninth Master,
although it can be performed several ways: 

1. When the defender grasps your arm, grab your
dagger with your free hand and lift or pull towards
yourself or thrust at his elbow as you pass in with
the left foot.
2. As the Scholar grabs the blade, he should turn
the point down to clear the arms, as in the counter
to the Fourth Remedy, with a pass in of the left
foot;

Alternatively, the Scholar can always counter the play using the counter of the Eighth 
Remedy, striking the gripping hands up and to his (the Scholar's) right. This is faster. but less 
guaranteed than the above actions if the Player is bigger and stronger.
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Training Sequences: Assaulti
Sequence 1:  A thrusts from above with point down grip. B makes 1st Remedy cover with left 
hand, stepping back slightly with the right foot. B attempts triangle disarm, A steps forward and 
performs the counter by lifting his elbow and dropping his hand so that his forearm is roughly 
parallel to the ground and drives a thrust forward towards the chest. B takes his right hand onto 
the dagger near the punta and pushes straight down and then forward, pivoting around A’s wrist 
and pointing the dagger at A’s abdomen. B steps forward, driving the dagger in with his sternum 
or left hand. 

Comments: This encompasses the First Play, Counter to the First Play, and the Counter to the 
Counter. From an initial contact at long range, the distance collapses with each action, reducing 
the amount of time available to react. 

Sequence 2:  A thrusts from above with point down grip. B makes 1st Remedy cover with left 
hand, making a grip with the left hand and stepping in deeply and driving A's right arm back. B 
attempts leg pick of A's right knee with his right hand for a throw, A counters by withdrawing 
leg, passing B’s arm though, then A brings both arms over/around B's shoulders, attempting a 
bearhug. B maintains the grip with his left hand, grasps near it with his right hand, lifts slightly 
and steps forward mezza volta with his left foot passing under A’s right arm, setting up elbow 
break over B's left shoulder. A defends by pointing his elbow upwards, leaning into B’s neck 
with his arm to setup a throw with a leg grab. B quickly lifts A’s arm slightly, bends at the knees 
and/or makes a slight lean forward and makes a compass step back with the left leg, brings the 
left hand up to A’s right elbow, placing A in a bent armbar then a ligadura sottana, takes away 
dagger. 

Comments: This sequence makes use of the low attack and defending against it, as well as the 
bearhug, which is extremely dangerous if performed by someone holding a dagger. The bearhug 
is defended via footwork and the advantage of two arms against one.

Sequence 3:  A thrusts from above with point down grip. B covers by striking from the outside 
with his cupped left hand (1st Remedy 8th Play). A flows into a riverso attack. B covers with 
3rd Remedy. B attempts diving throw (3rd Remedy 2nd Play), A uses his left hand to grab B’s 
left wrist, compass steps back with the right foot, tearing down with his left hand towards his 
left hip and pulling his right hand towards his right shoulder, under B's arm. A can thrust into 
B’s ribs under the arm, place the dagger carefully on B’s arm just above elbow on the outside 
for a straight armbar, or can hook across the front of B’s neck to setup a throw off to the right.

Comments: This sequence employs the palm strike from the outside learned in the First 
Remedy, which leads the Attacker to redoubling the attack with a riverso and the defender  
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naturally covering against it with the Third Remedy. A defends against B's diving throw using 
one of the counters first learned against the First Remedy, escaping a grip and setting up a finish 
with a few options.

Sequence 4: A thrusts overhand with point up grip palm facing right, B makes the 6th Remedy 
cover, A changes line to drop down and thrust at ribs. B changes to 8th Remedy cover, releases 
left hand to make a grip on A’s right wrist, B brings dagger inside and under A’s arm at wrist or 
elbow, lifts dagger up and over to turn A’s arm, leads into either wristlock and disarm or bent 
armbar/ligadura sottana.

Comments: Demonstrating changing lines of attack, this short sequence uses a transition from 
high to low line and then two handed to one handed grip for the defender.

Sequence 5:  A thrusts from below with point up grip, B makes the 8th Master cover, A evades 
and winds to thrust high on the right, B lifts to make 6th Master cover. A reaches with left hand, 
pulls B’s left elbow in, pushes thrust forward. B releases left hand, covers with dagger, circles 
up and over with left hand to make an overhand grip on dagger arm at wrist. B makes pommel 
strike to face using a riverso with the right hand, A defends against the pommel strike with an 
arm check using the left hand. B withdraws the right hand to his right hip and thrusts to A's 
belly. A defends with using a grip of his left hand on B's right wrist, guiding B off target under 
A's right arm into slight overextension. A makes a small U-shaped motion of the right arm to 
bring it under B's right arm (trapping B's right arm under A's right arm) and place his dagger just 
past B's right elbow, and then can 1) push down with left hand and lift with right hand to bend 
B's elbow and move into a ligadura sotana or 2) grasp his own dagger by the blade with the left 
hand, gently pushing across the centerline to hyperextend B's arm. Keeping B's arm pinned 
under his right arm, A finishes with a diving throw using the left hand.

Comments: This sequence highlights instability, how it is not a sure counter to manipulate the 
off hand, and conversely, how lacking the reinforcement of the second hand, the dagger can 
only maintain cover for a fleeting moment, but sometimes a moment is enough. The defender's 
grip on A's wrist is not highly secure, so B must keep A preoccupied with a fast pommel strike 
and thrust. A makes use of simple covering with the free hand and slight redirection of B's attack 
to destabilize the opponent, setting up the arm in a vulnerable position.

Sequence 6:  A thrusts from below with point up grip to belly or under ribs, B makes the 9th 
Master cover and disarm, B thrusts at face with taken dagger held in point down grip. A makes 
4th Master cover with both hands and passes forward, low under arm to grab a knee with Right 
hand, B counters by withdrawing leg, taking dagger arm circling out and down to the Left, 
overstretching A’s Left hand, then B sets aside both of A’s arms with flat of blade (point towards 
the earth) pressure just past A’s right elbow, then B’s left hand reaches up to press and cover A’s 
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right arm. B rotates dagger around A’s arm, dropping hand slightly and bringing point up, stabs 
into A’s ribs below arm, then B pushes on A’s right arm and withdraws dagger, then thrust just 
past A’s collarbone/into neck, B withdraws dagger high and retreats with double pass back

Comments: Another simple sequence, B defends and disarms his opponent, who then closes to 
grapple. B makes use of the grip A has made to manipulate his base, uses pressure against the 
elbow of one arm to sweep both aside, and strikes A twice, stepping back to get out of potential 
danger and stand ready. 

Sequence 7: A thrusts high with point down grip. B attempts to make the cover of the 4th 
Remedy. A pulls the attack short to avoid the grasp and makes a thrust low at the groin, by 
moving his hand from 12 o'clock to 6 o'clock, bringing the attacking hand down to hip level and 
bending forward slightly from the waist and turning to face slightly away from B. B steps 
forward and slightly left to the outside of the arm, coming down with both hands to take a grip 
of A’s arm at wrist and elbow with arms straightened, B turning to face A’s elbow (4th Play of 
3rd Remedy). A shifts weight back and forth with volta stabile and is able to stand up, B turns in 
place and transitions to Ligadura Soprana (3rd Play of 4th Remedy). A brings his left hand up to 
push on the dagger at the pommel to counter. B moves his left hand to push on A’s right elbow 
and extends his right hand, extending A’s arm out and down to set up a pass through the legs 
(6th Play of 9th Remedy)  

Comments: A technique shown in some German sources, the point down stab to the groin can be 
unexpected, but leaves the attacker vulnerable if the defender understands how to defend against 
it with footwork and setup an armbar. From here the sequence explores some of the nuances of 
the armbar, resisting it and what it can flow into easily. 

Sequence 8:  A thrusts overhand at face with point up grip palm to the right, B makes the First 
Remedy cover, A changes line to drop down and thrust at ribs. B changes to low version of 1st 
Remedy cover, makes an underwrap, bring own hand to chest, resulting in the back of A's palm 
pinned to B's chest. B turns to right to disarm, grabs dagger in point up grip with the right hand, 
makes a rising thrust to belly. A defends with 9th Remedy cover, B counters by grabbing his 
own dagger and pulling up. A withdraws head slightly and tries to check B's right wrist with his 
left hand to not be stabbed under the chin, then follows in immediately lifting B’s right arm 
strongly with both hands over A’s shoulder, flowing into Ligadura Soprana (12th Play of 1st 
Master)

Comments: This sequence moves from a common First Remedy setup to a disarm, reversing 
roles, and then the use of the Ninth Remedy Master leads back into a play from the First 
Remedy, coming full circle.
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Appendix A: Abrazare Revisited 
Advantageous Prese

The dagger section contains a great wealth of new material for the student... or does it? The 
prese elaborate on and illustrate many of the topics mentioned in the Prologue for Abrazare. 
This leads into the nature of Armizare, which is to say that because it focuses on combat for 
protecting one's life, and because knives and daggers were worn ubiquitously, there is no 
strong separation between Abrazare and Daga. Historically, a dangerous close encounter 
could suddenly involve a knife, whether on the battlefield or in the streets of a city. 
Grappling and knife combat therefore overlap significantly, so it is no surprise that the 
techniques elucidated by the Magistro for these two aspects of the system should follow very
similar principles. Abrazare involves, among other things, ferire (striking techniques), and 
the prese of daga work against striking, whether it is striking done with a dagger or a fist.

Ferire 
Just as striking was mentioned and outlined in Abrazare, the Dagger section heavily develops 
striking and responses to strikes. By moving through the motions of dagger techniques while 
unarmed, there are many useful motions to teach striking without having to learn a whole new
set of actions.

Fendente Dritto - Hammer blow to face or temple, side of neck or collarbone
• Evade with footwork, feint to face
• Counter with 1st, 2nd, 4th, or 6th Remedy Masters of Daga

Centerline thrust - Straight blow to belly, liver, diaphragm, chest or nose
• Coverta with circling Frontale hands, or 1st, 2nd, or 3rd Remedy Master covers
• Set aside with Bearpaw and strike liver or nose or throw or bend his knee
• Strike down (Low 1st Remedy Master/Offside Rompere della punta) and seek ligadura

sottana (3rd play of 9th Master)
• Low diving throw
• Scambiar di punta
• Evade with body shift and kick
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Ferire continued

Sottano - Rising blow to groin, belly or chin
• Strike down with one or both hands (breaking the spear)
• Evade with body shift and kick

Low kick below knee
• Early counter - Suppress with stop kick to leg
• Mid action counter - Evade with footwork
• Following after - Avoid and strike/sweep foot before it can be grounded

Kick to thigh, groin or belly
• Early counter – catch leg or step in for body grab and throw
• Mid action counter - Evade with footwork, strike leg
• Late counter - Evade with body shift/volta stabile, risposta

Knee strike to thigh or groin
• sidestep, grasp leg and throw
• Slight side step or body pivot and knee strike to thigh
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Appendix B: Daga System Summary

Wearing the Dagger
1. Vertical at the dominant side hip
2. Horizontal at the dominant side hip
3. Vertical at the groin
4. Vertical at the belt

Three Draws
1. Reverse Grip
2. Forward Grip
3. Cross Draw w/ Left Hand

Five Poste
1. Tutta Porta di Ferro Sempia
2. Tutta Porta di Ferro Dopia
3. Tutta Porta di Ferro Dopia Incrossada
4. Mezza Porta di Ferro Dopia
5. Mezza Porta di Ferro Dopia Incrossada

Five Actions in\Daga Combat
1. Disarm
2. Strike
3. Bind
4. Break
5. Throw

Remedy Masters of Daga
1. Single hand coverta against forehand blow
2. Crossed, two hand coverta against overhead blow
3. Single hand coverta against backhand blow
4. Two handed coverta & grip against overhead blow
5. Defense against a grip
6. Two handed defense with the dagger against overhead blow
7. Crossed, two handed defense with the dagger against overhead blow
8. Two handed defense with the dagger against underhand blow
9. Two handed coverta & grip against underhand blow
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